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Preface
The students’ conference Instruments and Methods for Biology and Medicine (IMBM) was held for 

the second time at Faculty of Biomedical Engineering (FBME) of Czech Technical University in Prague 
on May 29th 2012. The aim of the conference was to bring together students interested in new materials, 
technologies and instrumentation with application in biology and medicine. The contributions covered 
a broad range of topics including development of software for biomedical data processing, develop-
ment of instrumentation for clinical diagnosis, biomedical nanotechnology or genetic engineering and 
molecular biology. Most of the 27 active participants were students of Faculty of Biomedical Engineer-
ing (FBME) of Czech Technical University in Prague; however, the presence of participants from other 
faculties suggests that the topics are of broader interest and the conference will hopefully attract par-
ticipants from more universities in the following years. The conference consisted of 26 10-minute talks 
divided into 4 sessions listed below:

•	 Biomedical Imaging and Advanced Analysis of Biomedical Data and Signals
•	 Molecular Biology, Genetic Engineering and Biosensors
•	 New Physical Methods and Instruments for Therapeutic and Diagnostic Applications & New 

Carriers for Drug Delivery
•	 New Materials and Radiation Sources for Biomedicine & Biomolecular Spectroscopy

The best two talks in each session were selected by an evaluation committee and its author awarded. 
The evaluation committee in each session consisted of 3–5 members chosen from faculty of FBME or 
invited quests from other institutions, who kindly agreed to participate in evaluation of students’ con-
tributions. They were (FBME faculty if not stated otherwise):

RNDr. Eva Feuerstein, Ph.D.
Doc. Ing. Jiří Hozman, Ph.D.
RNDr. Taťána Jarošíková, CSc.
Doc. Ing. Vladimír Krajča, CSc.
Dr. Ing. Tomáš Navrátil (J. Heyrovský Institute 

of Physical Chemistry of ASC and 1st Faculty 
of Medicine, Charles University in Prague)

Ing. Dalibor Pánek, Ph.D.
Ing. Marie Pospíšilová, CSc.
Ing. Zoltán Szabó, Ph.D.
Prof. Ing. Miroslava Vrbová, CSc.

The task of the evaluation committees was not an easy one, because several contributions in each ses-
sion reached high level of both the presented work and the style of presentation. Furthermore, the com-
mittees had to take into account the fact that students in the first year of their graduate studies (master 
programs) were participating in the same sessions with more advanced students of doctoral programs, 
who have more experience with presenting their work.

Apart from students’ talks, there were two plenary lectures given by invited speakers, who are inter-
nationally recognized experts in biomedical engineering. They were Dr. Tomáš Navrátil (J. Heyrovský 
Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASCR and 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University in Prague) and 
Prof. Pavel Kučera (Czech Technical University in Prague and Motilis Medica SA, Lausanne, Switzer-
land).

We would like to thank in this place all individuals and institutions whose help and support enabled 
organization of IMBM 2012. Above all, we should mention Ing. Ida Skopalová who was responsible 
for conference propagation, Ing. Milan Tatíček, who created conference web-site, Ing. Šárka Vondrová, 
Mgr. Alena Semerádtová and Ing. Markéta Zezulová who performed various tasks necessary for the 
smooth run of the conference. Our thanks also belong to chairs of all the conference sessions, whose 
names can be found in the following conference schedule; they have also performed the task of review-
ers of proceedings papers, improving by their comments and suggestions the scientific quality of the 
Proceedings. We are also grateful to all the members of evaluation committees for responsibly choosing 
contributions to be awarded. Thanks to generous funding by Czech Technical University (Students’ con-
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ferences fund, Project No. 35/12/F7), participation at IMBM 2012 was free of charge and authors of 
awarded contributions could receive valuable prizes. Conference was also sponsored by Nicolet CZ. We 
also thank FBME for providing excellent environment for organizing IMBM 2012.

Last but not least we thank all active participants for the care they invested in preparing their contri-
butions, making thus IMBM 2012 a representative overview of current trends in biomedical engineering

In Kladno, September 11th 2012

Miroslava Vrbová—scientific guarantor of the conference
Radek Macháň—conference coordinator
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Conference Schedule
Unless stated otherwise, the presenting authors are students of FBME. Letter B behind author’s name 

indicates that the author is a undergraduate student (bachelor program), M graduate student (master 
program), D graduate student (doctoral program). Letter A indicates the awarded contribution.

9:00 Registration opens 

9:30 Conference opening

9:45 Plenary lecture: Dr. Tomáš Navrátil
Application of Modern Electrochemical Techniques and Electrode Materials in Biochemistry

10:30
12:00

Biomedical Imaging and Advanced Analysis of  
Biomedical Data and Signals
Chair: Ing. Šárka Vondrová

Molecular Biology, Genetic Engineering and Biosensors
Chair: Mgr. Alena Semerádtová

Anna Richterová
X-ray soft tissue imaging for brachytherapy with single particle counting 

pixel detectors of Medipix family
Nikola Davidová

Characterization of colonic microbial community in Autistic children

Václava Sedlmajerová
Segmentation of the brain surface and birds endoneurocranium on the 3D 

images acquired by CT and MRI

Jitka Hamrová
Using genetic engineering methods for detection of genes coding antibiotic 

resistance in microflora of primates digestive tract

Milan Tatíček (D)
Vascular Tree Detection Using Phase Contrast X-Ray Based Imaging

Alexandra Hartová
Using genetic engineering methods for detection of genes coding antibiotic 

resistance in microflora of primates digestive tract

Václav Olšanský (Faculty of Electrical Engineering of CTU)
Analysis of infant speech using artificial neural networks

Martina Křepelková
Characterization of colonic microbial community in patients with Al-

zheimer’s disease

Hana Schaabová
Modern methods of spectrum analysis of ambulatory EEG recordings

Lucie Kocandová
Chitinolitic bacteria in gastrointestinal tract of wild ruminants

Vladimír Socha
Study of head and shoulders posture of patients with disorders

Daniel Shivairo
Technologies in Molecular Biology for Genomics and Personalized 

Medicine Focused on PCR with Reverse Hybridization

Tomáš Tichý
The interpretation of scene image by auditory perception of human

Hana Kalábová (D)
Whole-cell biosensor—Influence of optical fiber element shape on de-

tection of low-level bioluminescence

12:00 Lunch break

13:00 Plenary lecture: Prof. Pavel Kučera
Clinical use of magnetic pills: from idea to final product

13:45
15:15

New Physical Methods and Instruments for Therapeutic and Diagnostic Applications &  
New Carriers for Drug Delivery

Chair: Ing. Michal Nevrkla

Štěpán Vlček
Evaluation of the energetics of breathing

Soňa Klepsová
Echogenicity evaluation for medical devices used in Regional Anesthesia

Jan Leopold
Endoscopic evaluation of cilia motion on the respiratory epithelial by laser reflectometry using optical fibers

Karolína Vocetková
Preparation of Polymeric Nano- and Microspheres for Targeted Delivery of Bioactive Compounds

Philip Williamson
The use of salt based condensing agents in non-viral gene delivery

15:15 Coffee break

15:45
17:15

New Materials and Radiation Sources for Biomedicine & Biomolecular Spectroscopy
Chair: Dr. Radek Macháň

Zbyszek Cechel
Automated control of air parameters of electro-spinning during production of nanobelts

Michal Gulka
Luminescence properties of nitrogen-vacancy centres in nanodiamond as a function of size

Michal Nevrkla (D)
 (Faculty of Nuclear Science and Physical Engineering of CTU)

Time evolution of capillary discharge plasma radiation in Water-Window region
Tomáš Parkman

Plasma XUV radiation source for cell imaging
Šárka Vondrová (D)

Pulsed X-RAY radiography of a various gas puff target
Markéta Kubánková

Membrane interactions of Aβ peptide as investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy
Alena Semerádtová (D)

Amyloid Beta fibrils and Granular Non-fibrillar Aggregates formation and Toxicity in Azheimer´s Disease

17:30 Conference closing (awarding best contributions)
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Application of Modern Electrochemical Techniques 
and Electrode Materials in Biochemistry
Tomáš Navrátil (J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASC and 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles Uni-
versity in Prague)

Voltammetry (polarography) belongs to the group of traditional electrochemical methods which has 
been successfully applied for more than ninety years in many fields of human life. Due to its versatil-
ity, high sensitivity, preciseness, simple managing, and ability of speciation, this technique has achieved 
many pronounced successes in biochemistry, medicine, biophysics, and many other fields. To be able to 
compete with other analytical devices, it must follow the newest contemporary trends of development 
and requirements. These trends do not comprise development of new voltammetric methods applica-
ble for determination of wide spectrum of biologically important substances, of voltammetric devices, 
and their computerization only, but the sensors as well as the electrode materials must follow the new-
est developing trends.

In this contribution, some interesting fields of application will be mentioned. Two modern types of 
electrode materials will be described (solid amalgam and composite electrode materials), which can 
successfully replace the traditionally used electrodes containing liquid mercury. Increase of labor pro-
ductivity can be achieved by introducing a multichannel device for sequential autonomous measure-
ments developed in our laboratory, which is able to analyze a set of samples in a chosen sequence, where 
each sample can be analyzed using different method, different parameters, etc.

Clinical use of magnetic pills: from idea to final product
Pavel Kučera (Czech Technical University in Prague and Motilis Medica SA, Lausanne, Switzerland)

During the last decades, thanks to development of technologies, human medicine achieved fabulous 
improvements in the domains of diagnostic as well as therapy. Such a progress would not be possible 
without a perfect collaboration between physicians and engineers. The development of a new medical 
methodology must answer a real need and passes through many steps demanding a good mutual under-
standing, tedious laboratory work, serious clinical validation, continuous financial support and final 
administrative approval. These steps will be illustrated by taking as example the development of Magnet 
Tracking System—a non-invasive technique for ambulatory investigation of human digestive motility.





Biomedical Imaging 
and Advanced Analysis 

of Biomedical Data 
and Signals

Chair: Ing. Šárka Vondrová
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X-ray soft tissue imaging for 
brachytherapy with single 

particle counting pixel 
detectors of Medipix family

Anna Richterová (Faculty of Biomedical Engineering 
and Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics, 
Czech Technical University) 

Abstract Semiconductor single particle count-
ing pixel detectors offer many advantages for ra-
diation imaging. Photon counting detectors pro-
cess incoming X-ray photons as single events. This 
leads to a better signal-to-noise ratio and provides 
the possibility of reducing the radiation dose in 
medical examination. Simultaneously it improves 
the image contrast and information content. All 
these properties allow us quality x-ray soft tissue 
imaging without using contrasting material. The 
typical representative of a hybrid single quantum 
counting pixel imager designed for radiography is 
the Medipix2 detector [1].

The aim of this study is to find out whether the 
single particle counting detector Medipix2 can be 
used for brachytherapy imaging of prostate cancer. 

Introduction
There is a worldwide attempt to improve the 

terrible outcome of prostate cancer. Prostate can-
cer, when detected in localized stage, can be cured 
or the survival rate and the patient’s quality of life 
can be improved. Also using the proper treatment 
reduces undesirable effects. Innovative methods 
such as brachytherapy are able to deliver very high 
tumoricidal doses to the diseased prostate, with 
minimal side effects to the surrounding tissue. 

Brachytherapy is a radiation therapy in which 
radioactive sources are implanted directly into or 
in close proximity to a tumour. The isotope most 
commonly used for permanent brachytherapy is 
iodine (I)-125, which provides a lower dose of 
radiation than the iridium (Ir)-192 temporary 
implants.

For soft tissue imaging we can use semiconduc-
tor single particle counting detector Medipix2. The 
Medipix2 device is composed of a 300 µm silicon 
detector (sensor) coupled to a pixellated read-out 
chip. The cathode has 256 x 256 square pixels each 
one of 55 µm side. When particles strike the detec-
tor, they deposit energy directly (charge particles) 
or indirectly (neutral particles) in the sensor. If the 

energy deposition is higher than that of present 
threshold energy, the Medipix2 device will record 
the event in one or several pixels. These provides 
us the possibility of quality x-ray soft tissue imag-
ing without using contrasting material and reduc-
ing radiation dose in medical examination [2]. 

Figure 1. Implant prostate seeds. Scan showing the placement of 
the seeds within the prostate.

Figure 2. Pixel detector Medipix2. Device consists of two chips 
connected by bump-bonding technique. The upper chip is pixellated 

semiconductor silicon detector. The bottom chip is read-out chip 
Medipix2. 

Materials and methods
The aim of this study is to find out whether the 

Medipix2 can be used for prostate imaging. We 
need to know whether we can image the specific 
structures within the prostate using the detector 
Medipix2 and the medicine x-ray source.

For prostate imaging the detector will be placed 
within the rectal sound and the x-ray source out-
side the body. To see the specific structures it is 
necessary to x-ray the abdominal wall.

For the measurement I use mammographic 
phantom with the imitation of blood vessels, calci-
fications and tumours, detector Medipix2 and the 
x-ray source with the voltage of 56 kV. 

To know how far the detector can image these 
structures, I use different thickness of the plastic 
material simulating soft tissue and I was trying to 
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find out the maximum thickness value of the plas-
tic material when it is still possible to detect the 
examine object. 

Results and Discussion
To compare the visibility of the specific struc-

tures with increasing thickness of material, I cal-
culate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value.

SNR compares the level of a desired signal to 
the level of background noise. It is defined as the 
ratio of signal power to the noise power (1).

(1) 

Figure 3. Blood vessel, calcification, tumour. Graphs 
representing SNR values depending on the different thickness of 

plastic material representing soft tissue. 

Comparing the SNR values with the visibility 
of defined object, it is obvious that with the SNR 

values less than 20 it is difficult to distinguish the 
object between the background noises. Blood ves-
sel and tumour are no longer visible when using 
plastic material representing soft tissue with the 
thickness more than 4 cm and the calcification can 
not be seen when the thickness of plastic is wider 
than 6 cm.

For the prostate imaging it is necessary to x-ray 
the abdominal wall. It means that we must be able 
to see the specific structure with using more than 
20 cm of plastic. 

Conclusion
As we can see, the method used in this experi-

ment is not suitable for prostate imaging. It is not 
possible to see the defined structures through 
the abdominal wall using detector Medipix2 and 
the voltage of x-ray source of 56 kV. There are 
two possibilities of improving the visibility of an 
object. The first one is to use better detector. And 
the second one is to use x-ray source with higher 
voltage. With the higher voltage the radiation is 
more penetrating and it gives us the possibility of 
imaging the structures through the larger barrier. 

The voltage of medicine x-ray source ranges 
from 90 to 130 kV. It means twice higher volt-
age than used in this experiment. So probably the 
medicine x-ray source is able to x-ray the abdomi-
nal wall and the structures can be visible. 

Figure 4. Blood vessels. X-ray images using different thickness of 
plastic material: 0 cm, 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm, 3.5 cm. 

signal mean value of signal
noise standard deviation

SNR = =
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Figure 5. Calcification. X-ray images using different thickness of 
plastic material: 0 cm, 1.5 cm, 3 cm, 4.5 cm, 5.5 cm.

Figure 6. Tumour. X-ray images using different thickness of 
plastic material: 0 cm, 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm, 4 cm. 
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Segmentation of the 
birds brain surface and 

of the endoneurocranium 
on 3D images captured 

on CT and MRI
Václava Sedlmajerová, Jiří Janáček (Faculty of Bio-
medical Engineering and Institute of Experimental 
and Applied Physics, Czech Technical University)

Abstract The brain is divided into several parts 
from morphological and functional aspect. By 
dividing the whole brain into parts, we can also 
found some morphological abnormalities, for ex-
ample tumors. We can also reconstruct parts of 
brain or any other part of body from the scan of 
some kind of animals, which are eradicated. The 
main part of this study is image processing. In this 
study we use this methods for image processing: 
unimodal thresholding, bimodal thresholding 
and graph cut. The aim of this study is segmenta-
tion and identification parts of birds brain.

Introduction
The goal of this article is introduce some meth-

ods for image processing and methods for image 
segmentation. Segmentation algorithms we use 
to define every parts of the birds brain. In this 
article we want introduce unimodal, bimodal 
thresholding and graph cuts. Algorithms for uni-
modal and bimodal thresholding we use because 
their adapting to images. Graph cut algorithm is a 
new method for segmentation and computed the 
boundary between object and background in half 
polynomial time. By using this algorithm we can 
divide the image in different parts in dependence 
of object of difference, because we mark pixels 
which dependent to object.

Unimodal thresholding
The unimodal threshold method is a very sim-

ple algorithm. By this algorithm we can set the 
threshold limit different for different images. This 
method is based on histogram of every image. 
This algorithm can be apply for very special sort 
of images. It assumes that in histogram of image is 
is one dominant intensity that produces one main 
peak.

We find the maximum of histogram at first: 
point A[x1, y1], where x1 is intensity of the main 

peak and y1 is frequency of appearance in image. 
Then we found the first minimum after this maxi-
mum: B[x2, y2]. These two points represent a line. 
In this algorithm we searching for maximal dis-
tance from the histogram to the line.[4]

Figure 1. Princip of unimodal thresholding - find maximal 
distance from line made by points A[x1, y1] and B[x2, y2].

When we find the maximal distance, then we 
find the threshold limit. This method depends on 
histogram of the image. When is the maximum 
of histogram on end of histogram we can use this 
algorithm too, but we find the first minimum 
before maximum. Advantage of this method is 
that this algorithm is self-adapting. We can adapt 
this algorithm in dependence on position of the 
main peak in histogram. Disadvantage is that this 
method can be apply only to some type of images. 
As we said we can apply this method on images 
with one main peak.

Bimodal thresholding
Principle of bimodal thresholding is quite same 

to unimodal thresholding. In this case we twice 
apply the unimodal thresholding algorithm. We 
find the maximum of histogram at first: point 
A[x1, y1], where x1 is intensity of the main peak 
and y1 is frequency of appearance in image. Then 
we found the first minimum after this maximum: 
B[x2, y2]. These two points represent a line and 
we are searching for maximal distance from the 
histogram to this line. We get the first threshold 
limit. The second threshold limit we find when we 
searching maximal distance from the line made by 
points A and C. The point C[x3, y3] represented the 
first minimum before the main peak.

Graph Cut
Graph Cut is an implicit combinatorial method 

of image segmentation. The first step in this 
method is transfer the image to the graph. Every 
pixels can we imagine like a node of the graph. 
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We compute weights between every nodes and 
then we find the border between object and back-
ground by using graph algorithms [2].

Figure 2. Unimodal thresholding (left: original image, right: 
image after unimodal thresholding.

Figure 3. Princip of bimodal thresholding - find maximal from 
points A and B.

Finally segmentation depend on segmentation 
energy, that can be compute from image prop-
erties. First we mark some pixels like object and 
some pixels like background. The segmentation 
energy depend on pertinence to object and back-
ground (represented by R(A) and on regional dis-
continuity (represented by B(A)). We imagine the 
image like a graph and we finding border between 
object and background.

(1)

The pertinence of every pixel depend on inten-
sity of this pixel. We can compute it like probability 
that this intensity belong to object or background.

(2)

The boundary weight can we computed like 
difference of intensity for neighbouring pixels. 
The weight depend on parameter δ. This param-
eter is 1 when one of pixels belong to object and 
the another one to background. If the pertinence 
is for both pixels same, then this parameter is 0.

(3)

Figure 4. Graph cut transform.
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σ
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Figure 5. Segmentation energy (top: boundary term, bottom: 
regional term.

Advantage of this method is that this method is 
more complex and can be apply to every image. We 
can optimize this algorithm by give some points of 
background and some of object. Then we can rec-
ognize different parts of object in one image.

Conclusions
The final goal of this article was to describe 

some methods which can be used for image seg-
mentation. These methods will be parts of image 
processing toolbox of OBBB (Open BlackBox 
Builder, software for processing of biomedical 
data). In future we want apply these algorithms for 
3D images from CT and MRI.
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Analysis of children 
speech using artificial 

neural networks
Václav Olšanský, Jana Tučková (Department of 
Circuit Theory, Faculty of Eletrical Engineering, Czech 
Technical University in Prague)

Abstract This contribution deals with those 
kinds of speech analysis which are performed by 
means of artificial neural networks (ANN). Koho-
nen‘s Self Organizing Maps (KSOM) are used here 
for consonant classification. KSOM are trained 
by means of formants, LPC and Mel cepstral co-
efficients computed on the basis of the disorder 
speech of children patients. This task is a constitu-
ent part of a joint research of the Department of 
Circuit Theory of the Faculty of Electrical Engi-
neering of the Czech Technical University (CTU) 
in Prague and the Clinic of Infant Neurology of 
the 2nd Faculty of Medicine of Charles University 
in Prague, Motol. This research concerns children 
with developmental dysphasia. We used n-syllab-
ic words pronounced by tested infants. Further-
more, the recordings are parametrized, segmented 
and based upon KSOM consonant classification 
based upon n-syllabic words. Consonant clusters 
are colour represented. Maps are trained for each 
parametrization method separately. Experimental 
results are based upon the analysis of the speech of 
children with developmental dysphasia. 

Introduction
First we can ask the question what leads to 

speech signal processing. It can be for example 
the most natural communication with computer, 
speech syntesis. Speech disordes can be revealed 
and speech signal procesisng can help during next 
thetapy. We can compare older recorded datas 
with newer. This technology is possible to use for 
some safety components. 

Speech is necessary to perceive as an acoustic 
signal. Speech is created by flowing air trought 
speech organs. Speech organs are vibrated by the 
air, and fundamental frequence is created. We dis-
tinguish 2 kind of speech signal: quasiperiodic and 
noisy. Quasiperiodic signal is created as harmonic 
parts of fundamental frequence but noisy signal is 
created by adding noisy component. Fundamen-
tal frequence is marked F0 and higher harminic 
frequences of speech signal are called formant 

frequences. It‘s good to use natural segmets of 
speech for signal processing. Natural segments are 
phrases, words any syllables. It‘s used the syllables 
in this contribution.

It‘s used a lot of methods for analysing and data 
processing of speech signal. Here it‘s dealt only 
with analysis using ANN. Kohonen‘s algoritm was 
used for training ANN [1],[2]. 

Phonetic view of consonants
First it’s important for correct classification to 

focus where consonants are created. They are cre-
ated by so-colled consonant articulation, it means 
that way for exhaled air is blocked and blowing air 
around this obstruction is started to ripple. Sound 
which was created, has noisy character. Czech 
consonants are divided to few groups according 
to their origin: Explosives (b, d, g, k, t, m, n, p) 
are created by stop, it means that the obstruction 
stops blowing air and then it releases suddenly. 
Concentrated air lets out and it come to the explo-
sion. We don‘t keep the explosion for a long time 
with same sound. Fricatives (f, h, ch, ř, s, š, v, x, 
z, ž) are created by slot. It means that some parts 
of articulating tract approach themselves and they 
create narrow slot. Exhalated air flow throught 
this slot and create characteristic noise of particu-
lar consonant. We can keep these consonants for 
a long time and their charakteristic sound is not 
changed. Sonors (r, l, j) are consonant which can 
create the syllable without vowel. Africates (c, č) 
are created half-stop. It mean that they are cre-
ated similarly like explosives but the obstruction 
is released slowly here.

Training ANN for consonants
Program SOMLab was used for data process-

ing. It was made in department of Circuit theory 
in FEE CTU. Kohonen‘s supervised self-organising 
maps (SSOM) were used for classification of con-
sonants. Recordings of children at age from 8 to 
10 years were used as imput data. These children 
recorded ones, twos, threes, fours and polysyllabic 
words. Text of utterance was created by clinical 
psychologist of Department of Child Neurology of 
the Motol University Hospital. Parametrized seg-
ments of speech signal of particular consonants 
became imput vectors. Different types of parame-
trization were used: format frequences, LPC coef-
ficients and MFCC. Parametres were weighted by 
Hamming window and imput vectors were created 
using first eight coefficients. Sampling frequences 
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was 16 kHz and length of segments was chosen 20 
ms.

Particular maps were trained separately for 
words with same number of syllables and for 
recordings of children with same age. All three 
types of parametrization were used to all these 
combinations for better comparison. Coarticu-
lation had importent role at classification of for-
mats frequences. Maps trained for older children 
reached better results. Explosives were found 
dominantly in these maps. It show occurence for-
mants frequences, which can be occuring by effect 
of neighbouring vowels. It is more noticeable, 
when long vowel follow after this consonant. 

Clusters were more evens and noticeables using 
LPC coefficients. Size of clusters was dependent at 
occurence of particular consonant. Consonants 
were often classified to one up two larger clusters. 
Clusters of maps trained by MFCC parametriza-
tion weren‘t too unequivocal like LPC. It is prop-
ably caused by occurence same consonants in dif-
ferent words. It turned out during the comparing 
of maps that polysyllabic words have importent 
role. Speech defects prove to be often in longer 
words. So we can better diagnose these defects 
there. 

Figure 1. Left—10 years, MFCC parametrization and 
polysyllabic words, Right—10 years, LPC parametrization and 

polysyllabic words
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Modern methods of spectrum 
analysis of ambulatory 

EEG recordings 
Hana Schaabová (Czech Technical University in 
Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)

Abstract EEG systems use mostly Fast Fouri-
er Transformation algorithm to obtain spectrum 
analysis of ambulatory recordings. However, dif-
ferent methods of  spectrum analysis exist and 
they might be more effective than FFT for certain 
types of input data. The main topic of  this project 
is to find possibilities for the better spectral analy-
sis of  very short and very long ambulatory EEG 
recordings and  implement them in  MATLAB. 
Most of  the  presented methods are summarized 
in the report “Kay S., Marple S.: Spectrum Analy-
sis: A modern perspective“. The methods are eval-
uated both on simulated signals and on real EEG 
recordings.

Introduction
The  EEG (Electroencephalogram) measures 

an electrical bio-signals along human scalp. This 
bio-signals represent a  record of  human brain 
electrical activity and they are generated by 
the nerve cells in the cerebral cortex (Girisha Garg 
et al. 2011). The neurologists use this recordings 
for the diagnosis of epilepsy and other brain abnor-
malities. An  elementary technique of  reviewing 
the EEG recordings is based on plotting of signal 
in time, then the power spectral density (PSD) is 
estimated or other extended techniques like brain 
mapping are used. The more accurate the PSD is 
the better the diagnosis can be done. This project 
tries to implement suitable methods in MATLAB 
software and choose the best one for  the  very 
short or the  very long EEG recordings. Most 
of the methods, their mathematical fundamentals 
and implementation algorithms are summarized 
in (Kay and Marple 1981).

The  project is divided into two  parts. First 
the  methods are evaluated on  simulated signals, 
second the  best methods are evaluated on  real 
EEG recordings. The MATLAB (MATrix LABora-
tory) is a  mathematical computing environment 
and programming language (MathWorks  2012). 
Most of the PSD methods are already implemented 
in  MATLAB. Thus for testing they are gathered 
in  a  new graphical user interface and missing 

methods are implemented using the  knowledge 
from (Kay and Marple 1981). 

Theory
All methods can be divided into three groups: 

non-parametric (classical Schuster’s periodogram, 
Welch, MTM), parametric (ARMA, AR Yule-
Walker, Burg, Covariance, Modified Covariance, 
MA) and subspace methods (MUSIC, Eigenvec-
tor) (MathWorks  2012). Non-parametric meth-
ods estimate PSD directly from the signal, while 
parametric methods find the  parameters (coef-
ficients) of  the  linear system estimate PSD from 
a  data model, which is the  best fit of  input data 
(MathWorks  2012). Lastly, subspace methods 
(also known as the high-resolution methods) use 
eigenanalysis or eigendecomposition of the corre-
lation matrix (MathWorks 2012). 

The  most famous non-parametric method is 
a  periodogram (Schuster’s periodogram), which 
is in fact a sum of harmonically related sinusoids 
for  discrete signal (see Kay and Marple  1981). 
The  periodogram suffers from  a  poor resolution 
for  short data records and from  leakage, which 
means that the  PSD is distorted and weak sig-
nals are masked (Kay and Marple  1981). These 
disadvantages can be reduced by  zero-padding 
or windowing. The periodogram algorithm can be 
improved by Welch’s method (MathWorks 2012), 
which is based on the  principle that signal is 
divided into segments, each segment has a defined 
overlap, a periodogram for each segment is com-
puted and all the  periodograms are averaged 
together (MathWorks  2012). Although overlap-
ping adds redundant information, it decreases 
the variance of  the  estimate relative to  a  single 
periodogram estimate of  the  entire data record 
(MathWorks  2012). However, “there is a  trade-
off between variance reduction and resolution” 
(MathWorks 2012).

Blackman-Tukey method estimates PSD 
from  discrete auto-correlation function values 
called the  lags. The  implemented algorithm is 
computationally efficient if the  number of  lags 
is less  than the  length of  data, but also suffers 
from  leakages (Kay and Marple  1981). Black-
man-Tukey algorithm can be found in  unbi-
ased or biased form, whereas biased form “tends 
to have less mean square error than unbiased for 
many finite data sets” (Kay and Marple 1981).

Parametric methods don’t estimate the  PSD 
directly from  data, but they compute the  PSD 
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from  a  data model, which is assumed to  gen-
erate the  signal. The  order of  method specifies 
the  number of  parameters, which are estimated 
from  the  signal. Because of  these fundamentals, 
“parametric methods can yield higher resolu-
tion than non-parametric methods for short sig-
nals” (MathWorks 2012). There are many system 
models, the most common are an all-pole model 
(autoregressive AR), an all-zeros model (moving 
average MA) or  autoregressive moving average 
model (ARMA). 

Three AR methods will be mentioned here: 
Yule-Walker, Burg, Least Squares (Covariance), 
Forward-Backward (Modified covariance). Yule-
Walker method uses Levinson-Durbin-Robinson 
algorithm (it solves effectively the  Hermitian 
Toeplitz structure of  the  autocorrelation matrix) 
(MathWorks  2012, Kay and Marple  1981). 
The method has a better resolution than the classi-
cal periodogram or the Blackman-Tukey method 
(Kay and Marple 1981). Yule-Walker detects peaks 
better than  valleys and has no sidelobes, which 
makes the  method suitable for  seizmic, speech 
and radar cluster data, but a spectral line splitting 
can occur (Kay and Marple 1981). This algorithm 
performs relatively poorly for  short data records 
(MathWorks 2012). 

Another AR method is called the  Burg algo-
rithm, which is based “on  minimizing the  for-
ward and backward prediction errors while 
satisfying the  Levinson-Durbin recursion” 
(MathWorks 2012). It is considered as a method 
with “a good spectral fidelity for short data records 
and with  a  high resolution for  low noise levels” 
(details in  Kay and Marple  1981). However, it is 
not suitable “for  long data records, high signal-
to-noise ratios and high-order models” (Math-
Works 2012). 

Other AR methods based on  minimiz-
ing the  forward prediction error (e.g. covari-
ance method—special case of  Least square AR 
method) or on minimizing the forward and back-
ward prediction errors (e. g. modified covariance 
method or Forward-Backward algorithm). Both 
methods get similar PSD, even for a short signal 
length (MathWorks 2012). Moving average (MA) 
method is an all-zero process with broad spectral 
responses, it detects valleys better than peaks (Kay 
and Marple  2012). We can consider this model 
as  a  “generalized form of  Blackman-Tukey algo-
rithm” (Kay and Marple  1981). ARMA model 
combines advantages of AR and MA model, but it 

leads to higher complexity and the model “requires 
accurate lag estimates to obtain good results” (Kay 
and Marple 1981).

The subspace methods are MUSIC (Multiple 
Signal Classification) method and Eigenvector 
analysis method. The MUSIC method “estimates 
the  pseudospectrum from  a  signal or  a  correla-
tion matrix using Schmidt’s eigenspace analysis 
method” and it is “particularly suitable for signals 
that are the sum of sinusoids with additive white 
Gaussian noise” (MathWorks 2012).

Finally many other valuable methods are avail-
able such as Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposiciton 
(PHD), Prony’s method or Capon Maximum like-
hood (MLSE) method (Kay and Marple 1981).

Methodology
We have initiated the  project with  a  research 

on the field of the PSD methods, we have looked 
for the methods, which can be found in the MAT-
LAB (see Table 1). 

We have implemented Blackman-Tukey algo-
rithm for unbiased and also biased form and we 
have developed a  new graphical user interface 
for  this purpose. We have used a  testing signal 
from  (Kay and Marple  1981) for  learning MAT-
LAB algorithms and implementing the  new 
ones. This testing signal consists of  three sinu-
soids 0.10, 0.20, 0.21 and specified noise, whereas 
the first sinusoid has a half amplitude compared 
to the other two (see Figure 2, first plot). The sig-
nal has only 64 samples and only 16 lags are used. 
We have assumed that the application of the PSD 
method in MATLAB is correct, if  the method is 
congruent to  the  PSD shown in  (Kay and Mar-
ple  1981), because the  same input signal is used 
(see Figure 2-3).

Next step was the  evaluation of  implemented 
algorithms on an artificial signal. We have picked 
the criteria expected for spectral analysis of EEG 
recordings, they are fidelity, correctness, minimum 
number of  samples needed, minimum number 
of lags needed, ability to differentiate between two 
close sinusoids, ability to find sinusoids in noise, 
time and robustness. We have developed an util-
ity for  creating simple testing signals with one 
to  three sinusoids, where the  frequency of  sinu-
soids can be changed and a  percentage of  noise 
can be  added. Another small utility can change 
the  number of  samples or  the  number of  lags. 
The  fidelity or  correctness is reviewed visually, 
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so we have added an option of changing the time 
domain to frequency domain in the program.

 MATLAB Function name

Periodogram (Schuster’s) Yes periodogram

Blackman-Tukey No –

AR Yule-Walker Yes pulear

AR Burg Yes pburg

AR Least Squares / Covariance Yes pcov

AR Forward-Backward / Modified 
covariance Yes pmcov

Moving average No –

ARMA ? ?

Pisarenko harmonic decomposition (PHS) No –

Prony’s method Yes? prony

Capon Maximum likehood ? ?

MUSIC Yes pmusic

Eigenvector analysis method Yes peig

Welch Yes pwelch

Thompson multitaper method Yes pmtm

Table 1. PSD methods in MATLAB and (Kay and Marple 1981).

We wanted to  test the  best method for  short 
signal, so we have chosen an  arbitrary initial 
number of samples and then we have decreased it 
and reviewed the PSD visually. We have stopped 
the testing, when we have got a huge error in sinu-
soid detection. We have applied similar meth-
odology to  find the  minimum of  lags needed. 
For  the  test of  detection two close sinusoids, we 
have started with  two sinusoids in  specified ini-
tial position and then we have decreased the fre-
quency distance between the sinusoids. We have 
tested methods for many other criteria by similar 
methodology.

Finally we have added the  option of  loading 
the real signal and we have applied the methods 
on it (see Figure 1).

Conclusions
The  more accurate estimations of  the  power 

spectral density than commonly used Schuster’s 
periodogram are presented in  this project. This 
methods can help with better diagnosis of epilepsy 
and other abnormalities of human brain. We are 
able to repeat the power spectral density estimates 
for the 64-sample testing signal mentioned in (Kay 
and Marple  1981), which makes as  sure about 
the correctness of the algorithm implementations. 
We have tested the  PSD methods on  the  artifi-
cial signal and we have proved most of the state-
ments about fidelity and suitability of  the  meth-
ods for short EEG recordings. The Burg algorithm 
and the Modified covariance method seems to be 
the most suitable for very short recordings. We are 
able to make a good PSD estimation of the real sig-
nal, where we can recognize the ranges for alpha, 
beta, gamma and theta brain activity. The testing 
is still in progress.
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Figure 1. Biased Blackman-Tukey algorithm applied on the real signal
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Figure 2. Testing signal from (Kay and Marple 1981), Blackman-Tukey unbiased and biased, Schuster’s periodogram.

Figure 3. Testing signal from (Kay and Marple 1981), Burg, Yule-Walker, Modified Covariance.
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Study of head and 
shoulders posture of 

patients with disorders
Vladimír Socha, Patrik Kutílek, Jiří Hozman and Jan 
Hejda (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty 
of Biomedical Engineering)

Abstract This paper researches and analyses 
measurements of head and shoulders during walk-
ing, with a focus on head and shoulders spatial be-
havior. It describes the processes in measuring the 
sample of 20 healthy subjects, and measuring in 
pathological cases. The measurements were done 
using the Lucotronic camera system and its soft-
ware, which is commonly used for gait analyses. 
The work pays attention also to the possibilities of 
calculation of raw data to obtain results. Close at-
tention was paid to the examination of the head 
rotation towards shoulders in locomotion activi-
ties. Head rotation towards shoulders was used as 
a base for the rotation of coordinate system, in fol-
lowing measurements, which allows for possible 
data calculation of head rotation towards pre-de-
fined system. 

Introduction
In general, numerous systems are used for 

segment position research, particularly motion 
analysis systems. Each motion scanning system 
has its typical optical system, consisting of at least 
two cameras and a set of markers (Qualisys Track 
Manager (QTM)). The most commonly used are 
infrared cameras together with reflexive markers 
(ProReflex, Qualisys AB, Vicon AB, SMART and 
so on). Markers are located on the body so as they 
represent a segment. Their positions should not 
be moved in repeated measurements, so they are 
always located on defined spots (Table 1.). Posi-
tion of every spot is recorded and calculated into 
the coordinates in a defined coordinate system. 
Every kind of movement of the body segment (e.g. 
Rotation supination, inclination...), or movement 
of respective body segments towards each other 
can thus be calculated in time.

The most spread positioning in space in prac-
tice, is the positioning of lower limbs in space dur-
ing locomotion. This way, amplitudes of move-
ments of lower limbs when in motion can be 
estimated. The obtained data allow for finding out 
about a positive or negative correction progress 

in rehabilitation practice, post operation stages, 
or in cases with amputees with consequent pros-
thesis (ProReflex MCU 2010). The main focus of 
this study is to bring closer the topic of scanning 
of head and shoulders in motion.

Materials and methods
The aim of the measurements was to examine 

the behavior of head and shoulders in space when 
walking. Two sets of measurements took place, 
measurement of healthy subjects, and measure-
ment of subjects with walking disorders. The work 
with the latter group was facilitated by the Depart-
ment of Rehabilitation Medicine, First Faculty of 
Medicine, Charles University in Prague and Gen-
eral University Hospital in Prague. Patients were 
fully aware and informed about the measure-
ments, as well as they agreed with the research. 
Lucotronic system was used for both measure-
ment sets. 

Lukotronic

The cameras were set so as to record the larg-
est overlap of their mutual radiuses, while both 
cameras were in horizontal positions. The cali-
bration was done automatically with the cameras’ 
software. Then the coordinate system was defined 
by using three markers representing coordinates 
x, y, and z. For a correct definition, it was crucial 
that this physical coordinate system was visible 
for both cameras. After defining the coordinate 
system, so called fitting took place, which defined 
the boundaries of the radiuses for both interacting 
cameras. 

Subject measurements

In case of measuring the healthy subjects, nat-
ural walk was simulated on a moving pavement. 
Twenty healthy subjects were measured, and each 
was measured three times. These varying tests 
represented, slow, normal, and fast walk, while 
none of the subjects showed any pathological 
signs. Each measurement took 20 (±1) seconds. 
Markers’ locations are explained in detail in Table 
1. This measurement was done using two cam-
eras, as opposed to the measurements of patients, 
who were shot by a single camera. When exami-
nation by a single camera, patient moved towards 
the camera in their own, natural, tempo of walk 
(according to the disorder) on about 5 meters long 
catwalk. 
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Segment Placement Helen 
Hayes Cleveland uOttawa Ours 

Metatharsus 
V Metatharsus V.     * * 

Ankle Lateral mal-
leolus *   * * 

Knee Lateral femoral 
condyle *   * * 

Hip Trochanter 
maior femoris     * * 

Wrist 

The center, 
between the 

styloid process 
radii and 

styloid process 
ulnae 

* *   * 

Elbow 
Lateral epi-

condyle of the 
humerus 

* * * * 

Shoulder Top of acromial 
spur * * * * 

Ear The exterior of 
the ear (auricle)     * * 

Eye Zygomatic 
processus       * 

Table 1. Markers positioning.

Data evaluation

It is important to realize, that it is not possible 
to turn the coordinate system upright the walk 
direction. The original, recorded walk direction is 
shown in Fig. 1. It shows that the walk is recorded 
under a certain angle different from the defined 
coordinate system. For a correct calculation of 
respective values, it is needed to turn the coordi-
nate system in all three axes, while every recorded 
spot has three coordinates. This method facilitates 
the calculations in respective planes in a great deal 
(Lima C.D. et al 2008).

Figure 1. Turn of the coordinate system. The blue line represents 
the conjunction of shoulders and the conjunction of eyes in 

the original walk direction. The red line represents segments in 
coordinate system.

After obtaining the data, these were imported to 
Matlab, where further processing took place, with 

a focus on the behavior of the head and shoulders 
in motion. Rotation of the head and shoulders 
towards each other in space was observed. The 
main part of calculations was based on the mutual 
turn of the axes of segments towards each other 
(Figure 2.). If we consider, that each point has 
three coordinates, then the spatial vector of two 
points is defined by the equation (1). 

Figure 2. Head and shoulders in transversal plane. Points 
A1 and A2 represent the eyes, and points B1 and B2 represent 

shoulders. Angle α is the angle defining mutual turn of the eyes and 
shoulders axes.

(1)

Angle of the mutual turn of the two segments 
in space is calculated using the following equation 
(2).

(2) 

Conclusions
The calculated results from graphs shown 

in Figure 3. representing the behavior of head 
towards shoulders in motion. Fuzziness can be 
seen if zoomed in enough, caused by cameras, or 
by small deviations of head in motion. To erase the 
fuzziness, a function of moving average was used. 
This curve is show in red color in the graph. From 
the processed data, it is possible to determine the 
maximal, or the minimal deviation of the head 
towards shoulders movement, movement ampli-
tude etc. 

The first graph shows the rotation of head 
towards shoulders in space. The curve doesn´t hit 
the 0 value, due to the markers positioning. This 
means that the points on head are moved forward 
on the z axis. This implies that the resulting angle 
is influenced by this deviation. Graph B in Figure 
3 describes the rotation of head in the transver-
sal plane. Negative values represent the angle in 
which the right shoulder moves in the direction of 
motion, and right eye away against this direction.

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2, ,A A A A A Ax x y y z z= − − −a

arccos
.

α
 

=   
 

ab
a b
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These values should be constant when turning 
the coordinate system. This fact radically helps 
in turning the coordinate system to the direction 
perpendicular to the motion axis, by which it is 
possible to get an exact measurement of head rota-
tion and shoulders rotation towards Earths hori-
zontal line.
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Figure 3. a) Graph of head rotation and shoulders rotation 
in space. b) Graph of head rotation and shoulders rotation in 

transversal plane.
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The interpretation of the 
scene image in human 

auditory perception
Tomáš Tichý (Czech Technical University in Prague, 
Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)

Abstract This presentation deals with the in-
terpretation of the scene image to human audi-
tion and aims to help visually impaired people 
to improve the perception of their surroundings. 
This project aims to develop hardware and soft-
ware that will grab the scene image with multiple 
sensors and then process it to make virtual model 
that can be interpreted into 3D sound render. The 
rendered sound will then be played into the ste-
reo headphones and hopefully will help the sub-
ject perceive his surroundings by hearing special 
signals that will warn him that there is an object 
in his way. To achieve this we  have undertaken 
a research on a human auditory interpretation, ul-
trasound area sensors, edge detection from cam-
era images, computer vision and embedded hard-
ware platforms. We  have used simple and cheap 
car parking sensors, USB webcams and accessible 
ALIX platform (PC Engines). We  have also uti-
lized Open CV and Open AL libraries for in this 
project.

Introduction
Many blind people are dependent on the use 

of a  braille stick to perceive their surroundings 
and there are not many technical solutions that 
are targeted to help them with this problem. Exist-
ing electronic products consist of GPS maps of 
an environment which give voice commands to 
guide the blind person around. Advanced devices 
have sensors so they can scan the local surround-
ings and give vague voice description or also use 
the voice commands as guidance. The simplest 
devices contain range sensors with a close proxim-
ity alarm that sets on when the person approaches 
an obstacle. My intention is to allow the person to 
have real perception of his surroundings using his 
own senses, in this case hearing. The blind per-
son that will use my device will be able to perceive 
objects around him as a sound that will be virtually 
emitted by the surrounding objects and then will 
be transmitted to him by headphones. In this case 
the device resembles a bat echolocation where the 
bat perceives sound waves that are being reflected 

from the environment. The device will make these 
reflections in “virtual environment” scanned by its 
own cameras and sensors.

The device consists of multiple sensors (cam-
eras, ultrasound ranging sensor) and embedded 
system board, where the virtual sound rendering 
is being made. Headphones are attached directly 
to the board audio output.

Sensors

Sensors

Sensory subsystem Image processing Image interpretation

Edge detection

Polygon formation

Interpretation
of space

3D sound rendering Audio output

Figure 1. Simplified flowchart of inner processes

Principle
The principle can be best seen on figure 1. The 

sensory subsystem consists of cameras and ultra-
sound ranging sensors which points in the direc-
tion in which the person is looking. These sensors 
capture the image of the scene in the person’s field 
of vision which is then processed in the software 
running in the embedded computer platform 
ALIX. First edge detection is run on the camera 
scene image to simplify the image and to find bor-
ders of objects. Then these objects are matched 
with the ranging sensor output to find their dis-
tance. These individual objects are then repre-
sented to virtual space as polygons. It is done to 
simplify the content of virtual space as much as 
possible because we do not want to overload the 
person’s hearing by too many noises.

After this process we are able to get the simple 
virtual representation of the person’s surroundings 
where all the large and prominent objects in his 
way will be notified. The objects are then assigned 
sound sources on its surface and the sound is digi-
tally rendered. It has to be rendered in such a way 
that it will appear correctly directional to the per-
son’s headphones. The phenomenon of reverbera-
tion is used to make 3D sound illusion.

Hardware design
As we have mentioned before, we have chosen 

ALIX embedded platform as a system board and 
we  have exploited the possibilities of car park-
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ing ultrasonic sensors and cheap USB webcam as 
a  sensor. System with connected peripherals can 
be seen on figure 2.

System board

ALIX 3d3 is x86 architecture 500 MHz AMD 
Geode LX800 with 256 MB DDR DRAM. It has 
CompactFlash (CF) socket to store the operation 
system on inserted CF card and other I/O  inter-
faces as DB9 serial port, dual USB, VGA, audio 
headphone out and microphone in. There are also 
2  miniPCI slots and LPC bus on the board and 
Ethernet interface for networking.

Figure 2. Photography of the device with USB camera placed 
on the top of ALIX 3d3 casing with headphones attached. The grey 

serial cable in the bottom left corner leads to the car parking sensors 
and the black one is the power cable. White antenna is for wireless 

networking.

We have run the board with miniPCI WiFi card 
to provide wireless networking, the antenna can 
be seen on figure 2. But this set up is only for test-
ing purposes as wireless card and antenna will not 
be present in the future. Even with WiFi the board 
overall power consumption is about 3W and can 
be run on 9V transistor battery. Power consump-
tion and compact size are the reasons for my hard-
ware choice.

Optical sensors—camera

The current USB video camera Creative Live! 
Cam Sync will be replaced by some cheap CCTV 
microcamera model in the future. We   also plan 
to use two cameras for 3D perception as there are 
some problems with the ultrasonic range sensors 
discussed below. CCTV or similar cameras with 
composite video output can be captured on mini-
PCI frame grabber like Commel MP-878D2. This 
is two channel frame grabber that can be mounted 
to ALIX and interface the cameras instead of cur-
rent USB.

The USB camera has SVGA output with 30 
fps. This may seem too low but for this purpose 
it is sufficient. The speed of image processing is 
somewhat slower than the video stream and the 
resolution does not have to be that high either. 
The flaw that this camera has is a poor image qual-
ity due to poor optics and static focus. Also small 
dynamic range and slow sensitivity compensation 
makes this particular camera unusable for the real 
use. Unfortunately most USB cameras have sim-
ilar problems which is an another reason to use 
frame grabber. But for the purposes of this testing 
it’s sufficient.

Ultrasonic range detector—car parking sensors

 The car parking sensor was chosen for its price, 
compact size and because it is ready to use with 12V 
battery. We have worked with Besyo BY-01323W 
which has four separate sensors and is easily mod-
ified to communicate via RS-232 (Robby BMW 
2005.) The four sensors are mounted in cross pat-
tern, with one pair for vertical and the other pair 
for horizontal location. Sensor output is the dis-
tance from nearest object from each sensor.

The main flaw of this item is the low distance 
resolution as sensors from one pair have to be 
as far apart from each other as possible to have 
decent distance. But it is planed to mount this 
whole system on person’s head so it is impossible 
to put them more then 30cm apart. This is the 
main reason why we would prefer to use two cam-
eras for the depth perception.

Software

ALIX runs Linux Debian 5.0.10 stored on CF 
card. Linux was the first choice for me because 
of good documentation and possibility to run it 
on read only media. For image processing we use 
Open CV libraries and for 3D sound rendering 
we use Open AL libraries. Both libraries are free 
and well documented and discussed on public 
forums. The main code is written in C++.

Open CV is a  library of programming func-
tions for real time computer vision and Open AL 
models a  collection of audio sources moving in 
a 3D space that can be heard by a single listener 
somewhere in that space. Rendering is done from 
the perspective of the listener.

Conclusions
We present a new approach in a development 

of a device targeted to aid blind people. We use the 
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basics of computer vision to gather and simplify 
the information about surroundings and render it 
to 3D sound sensation.

Current progress is stuck on the short distance 
of ultrasonic range sensors but introduction of 
a second camera will hopefully make the greater 
distance possible.. Details of sound rendering 
are not discussed here as it is the final step and 
it has not been reached yet. The only static test 
with monotone hum assigned to one object was 
done and it will probably also need some testing 
on blind people who can offer some important 
insights.
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Vascular Tree Detection Using Phase 
Contrast X-Ray Based Imaging
Milan Tatíček and Vlastimil Fidler (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)

We present a new method of hepatocellular tumor detection using computer vision based algorithms. 
The key feature we track is microvessel density as cancer cells demand more blood supply. A detection 
framework is designed to track vessels based on their shape, thickness etc. Vessels are then recognized 
as tree and their density is calculated.
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Abstract Autism is a mental defect affecting 
more and more children around the world. Chil-
dren with autism often suffer from chronic diar-
rhea, bloating, abdominal pain, distension and 
abnormal stool consistency. According to some 
studies, the origin and development of the disease 
involved in some types of metabolites. Their diges-
tive tract produces very adverse reaction to some 
component in the diet (eg gluten). Repeatedly it 
has been hypothesized deviations of the composi-
tion of microbial activity in the ecosystem of the 
digestive tract of these patients. The composition 
of intestinal microflora of sick children and their 
healthy family members with the same eating hab-
its should help to detect this problem. The aim of 
this project was to isolate DNA from stool sam-
ples of autistic individuals and their healthy family 
members and using molecular genetic techniques 
to characterize the composition of the microbial 
population of the image and determine the rep-
resentation of major groups of microorganisms. 
The DGGE profiles revealed significant individual 
variation in the different microbial groups. Detec-
tion and quantification of microorganisms have 
been performed by RT-PCR method.

Introduction
Autism is a spectrum of developmental dis-

orders, with onset in early childhood, affecting 
social, communicative and imaginative develop-
ment. Numerous theories have been proposed 
regarding the aetiology of ASDs (including patho-
genesis), yet the condition remains poorly under-
stood. Recent studies have correlated gut dysfunc-
tion with ASD group and suggested a possible role 
of the gastrointestinal (GI) microflora in symp-
tomatology or severity of symptoms in autistic 
children. However, the evidence is rather specu-
lative, as little is known on the gut flora of ASD 
sufferers compared with that of healthy controls. 
Many autistic children experience severe dietary 

and GI problems (including abdominal pain, con-
stipation, diarrhoea and bloating). Such symp-
toms may be due to a disruption of the indigenous 
gut flora promoting the overgrowth of potentially 
pathogenic (toxin-producing) micro-organisms. 
Interestingly, restricted diets (such as gluten-free 
or casein-free diets) have been associated with 
reduced GI disorders, and improved behaviour, in 
ASD individuals. Indeed, food intolerance is sus-
pected to play a role in ASDs, but the underlying 
cause of GI symptoms remains unclear. A history 
of multiple courses of antibiotic therapy is com-
mon in individuals with ASDs, raising questions 
regarding the composition and stability of the gut 
microflora. One group of bacteria known to pro-
duce powerful neurotoxins is clostridia, and sev-
eral species have been implicated in clinical infec-
tions. To date, however, a very limited amount of 
work has investigated the clostridial populations 
in ASD individuals. Modern molecular tech-
niques, such as fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH) using specific 16S rRNA-based oligonucle-
otide probes, have proved superior to cultivation 
methodology for accurate evaluation of the pre-
dominant gut microflora. Such molecular meth-
ods may be used to detect the bacterial content of 
samples at different taxonomic levels, for example 
genus or species. 

Materials and methods 
TECHNIQUES TO STUDY MICROBIOTA 

DIVERSITY
A variety of techniques are available to study 

gut microbial communities. 

A. Culture-Based Analysis

Classically, the composition of the microbiota 
has been analyzed using culture techniques that 
use differential media to select for specific popula-
tions of bakteria based on their metabolic require-
ments. Culture-based techniques of bacterial 
enumeration are cost-effective and reproducible. 
However, they are limited in their ability to dis-
tinguish between different bacterial phylogenetic 
groups. Species- or strain-level detection becomes 
incredibly difficult, if not impossible. 

B. Culture-Independent Techniques

These techniques use the bacterial 16S ribo-
somal RNA (rRNA) gene as a marker of genetic 
diversity. The 16S rRNA gene was chosen because 
of its relatively small size (1.5 kb) and the fact that 
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it strikes an appropriate balance of conservation 
and variability with enough variation present to 
distinguish between different species and strains, 
yet enough similarity to identify members belong-
ing to the same larger phylogenetic group.

C. Sequencing Methods

1. Full-length 16S rRNA sequencing

To determine the extent of the bacterial diver-
sity, 16S rRNA sequences are “binned” into opera-
tional taxonomic units (OTUs) based on their 
percent sequence identity (% ID).

2. Pyrosequencing

Pyrosequencing generates large numbers of 16S 
rDNA sequence tags by amplifying select variable 
regions within the 16S rRNA gene. It is capable 
of sequencing 25 million bases at 99 % or better 
accuracy in one 4h run, achieving 100fold higher 
throughput than Sanger sequencing. The shorter 
sequence reads require only targeted amplification 
of select highly variable regions of the 16S rRNA 
gene so that higher taxonomic resolution can be 
achieved using smaller sequence Real. Pyrose-
quencing is practical because it eliminates the 
time-consuming step of creating clone libraries 
and employs the use of bar-coded primers, which 
allow multiple samples to be mixed in a batch 
sequencing run. The bar-code approach allows 
specific sequences to be traced back to the samples 
they came from. New error-correcting bar codes 
are able to run hundreds of samples at once.

D.“Fingerprinting” Methods

DNA fingerprinting is a community analysis 
tool that generates a DNA profile of the microbial 
community in each sample, and thus allows com-
parison between samples based on the differences 
observed between thein genetic “fingerprints.”

1. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis

Denaturing gradient gel electrophore-
sis (DGGE) is a technique that denatures the 
PCR-amplified gene of interest (e.g., 16S rRNA) 
from the extracted community DNA. The 
PCR-amplified gene products obtained from each 
community sample will migrate on an acrylamide 
gel according to their GC content (the most stable 
DNA migrating further) creating a distinct band-
ing pattern that represents the amount of diver-
sity in the sample (i.e., more bands on a gel are 

indicative of greater diversity). DGGE analysis is 
typically performed on PCR amplicons that are 
small in size (150 bp) and highlight only regions 
of the gene that demonstrate the greatest variabil-
ity. DGGE patterns can be quantified by measur-
ing the number and thickness of bands on the gel. 
Statistical tools like principal coordinate analysis 
(PCA) can be used to measure differences between 
DGGE patterns so as to detect changes from one 
condition to another.

2. Terminal restriction fragment length poly-
morphisms

Unlike DGGE, terminal restriction fragment 
length polymorphisms (TRFLP) use full-length 
16S rRNA PCR amplicons obtained from the iso-
lated community DNA. TRFLP profiles are gen-
erated by digesting the PCR-amplified 16S rRNA 
gene products with a restriction endonuclease, 
which gives rise to a terminal restriction fragment 
that varies in length depending on the particular 
sequence of the 16S gene. TRFLP is a method that 
is both rapid and reproducible and has been opti-
mized to measure variability within the human 
gut microbiota.

3. Ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis

Ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (RISA) 
is a technique that is relatively new to the field 
of gut ecology, yet it is a tool commonly used by 
microbial ecologists to characterize the complex 
bacterial communities in marine and soil envi-
ronments. RISA involves PCR amplification of the 
intergenic spacer region between the 16S and 23S 
rRNA genes. The 5´ primer is labeled with a fluo-
rescent tag, which can be detected by a capillary 
sequencer, producing a fingerprint of ribosomal 
intergenic spacer (RIS) fragments created by the 
extent of length heterogeneity in the sample. This 
technique is complicated by the fact that bacte-
ria have multiple RIS regions of varying lengths, 
which means that bacterial identification is not as 
simple as matching one RIS fragment to a particu-
lar species. Although “fingerprinting” methods of 
gut bacterial community analysis have many great 
advantages, one notable drawback is their high 
limit of detection. The detection limits for DGGE, 
TRFLP, and RISA are much higher than those 
obtained with Sanger or pyrosequencing methods 
because these fingerprinting techniques are lim-
ited by the ability of the amplified fragments to be 
resolved on a gel.
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E. DNA Microarrays

DNA microarray technology has been one of 
the most challenging tools to developed in the 
field of microbial ecology. It is designed specifi-
cally for high-throughput screening of human 
gut microbial communities and, as such, is a very 
powerful tool. A gut-specific phylogenetic micro-
array offers numerus benefits to both clinical and 
biomedical research fields; it is a cost-effective and 
less time-consuming alternative to 16S sequenc-
ing methods, which provides simile levels of sen-
sitivity, selectivity, and quantification.

F. FISH and qPCR

FISH uses fluorescently labeled oligonucle-
otide probes designed to hybridize to 16S rRNA 
sequences unique to the targeted bacterial groups. 
Depending on the probe design, FISH can be used 
to target large groups of bacteria (i.e., phylum-
level classification) or it can be more specific (i.e., 
genus or species—level classification). FISH has 
been used to broadly characterize phylum-level 
shifts in the gastrointestinal microbiota that occur 
in response to enteric infection and it has also 
been used by clinical researchers as a tool to com-
pare the gut flora composition between diseased 
and healthy individuals. Another technique that 
can be used to target specific bacterial groups in 
complex mixtures is qPCR. FISH and qPCR tech-
niques are often used in combination to confirm 
the observed results. The disadvantage of using 
microarray, FISH, or qPCR methods of microbial 
analysis is that since the chips, probes, and prim-
ers are designed to look at specific bacterial taxo-
nomic groups, it is not possible to identify novel 
species/ strains of bacteria. Additionally, inter-
preting qPCR results requires the use of a refer-
ence strain to generate a standard curve, which 
can be complicated when there is no suitable cul-
turable strain available. 

Conclusions 
An issue that needs to be decided is does the 

autism lead to the altered flora or does the altered 
flora play a role in the disease or its syndromes. In 
other situations with major ganges in bowel micro-
flora associated with dinase (e.g. Clostridium dif-
ficile-asssociated pseudomembranous colitis), fial 
enemas or implantation of individual members of 
the excremental flora leads to improvement in the 
disease process. Improvement in autistic subjects 
treated with oral vancomycin in a small pilot study 

suggests that the Alfred microflora might play a 
role in autism syndromes. 

Figure 1: DGGE profile of human patiens

Clearly, there is a need for a double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trial of oral vancomycin or 
a similar drug. It is possible that lower levels of 
beneficial bacteria combined with heightened lev-
els of harmful bakteria contribute to the ability of 
potentially pathogenic species to exert a stronger 
influence on autistic subjects. The relative impor-
tance of immune dysfunction, antimicrobial 
agents or diet leading to dysbiosis of the intestinal 
microflora, various virulence factors of bacteria 
that are involved, and methods of transmission of 
the bacteria remain to be determined. In any case, 
it seems clear now that autism research should 
include study of gastrointestinal symptomatology 
and pathology, the immune system, the impact 
of various antimicrobials on the bowel flora, and 
intestinal bacteria and their virulence factors. It 
should also be noted that the findings in this study 
may have application to other diseases of uncer-
tain etiology and autoimmune diseases such as 
rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis. Parkin-
son’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease and others. 
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Abstract The aim of this work is detection of 
eukaryotic organisms—fungi—in  digestive tract 
of primates. The presence of fungi in digestive 
tract of primates has not been studied yet. The first 
part of project is to establish appropriate methods 
of genetic engineering and optimize these meth-
ods. Control samples of mouflon faeces are used 
to establish methodology, because mouflon diges-
tive tract contains fungi, so results of our testing 
experiments for fungal detection should come out 
positive.

DNA is isolated from control samples of mou-
flon faeces, products of DNA amplification by 
PCR are analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 
The main goal is setting PCR condition to increase 
sensitivity of detection of fungal ITS regions. 
The  next step is sequencing and comparison of 
sequences in the nucleotide database to find types 
of fungi. Final testing and experiments at gorilla 
faeces will take place in future.

Introduction
Gorillas are the largest extant species of pri-

mates, the closest evolutionary relatives of human. 
The aim of project is detection of eucaryotic organ-
isms—fungi—in their digestive tract. Recently 
attention has been paid to the microbiology of 
digestive tract of  primates—there is search for 
the connection with the diet and healthy lifestyle 
of human. Results can bring solution to digestive 
problems of humankind.

Because the presence of fungi in digestive tract 
of primates was not studied before, the first part 
of project is to establish appropriate methods of 
genetic engineering and optimize these methods. 

Primates are transitional link between herbivo-
rous and omnivorous mammals. Samples of mou-
flon’s or another ruminant’s faeces were used to 
establish the methods. Mouflons are herbivorous 
ruminants—their digestive tract contains fungi—

so results of our experiments for fungal detection 
should come out positive.

The aim is to detect internal transcribed spac-
ers (ITS)—non-functional ribosomal DNA. ITSs 
are different at the level of species and are used in 
taxonomy of fungi.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

For DNA isolation were used ZR Fecal DNA 
Kit (Zymo Research corp.), PowerSoil DNA Isola-
tion Kit (MoBio) and method of separation with 
use of liquid nitrogen. By these methods were only 
isolated DNA samples from faeces of mouflons, 
the rest of used DNA samples have been prepared 
in other experiments.

Faeces and samples of DNA were stored at 
-20°C.The control of concentration of DNA was 
done by spectrometric method by  measurement 
of absorbance ratio at wavelength 230  nm and 
260 nm.

Method of isolation Concentration  
(ng/µl)

ZR Fecal DNA Kit 37.5

PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit 18.7

Method with use of liquid nitrogen 81.5

Table I Concentration of DNA in samples of interest.

PCR analysis

The DNA was amplified using PCR with pairs 
of primers: first pair was ITS1F (forward) and 
NeoQR (reverse), second pair NM100 (forward) 
and MNGM2 (reverse). The basic setting of PCR 
cycles program included initial heating (at 94 °C 
for 4 min), 35 repetitive cycles consisting of dena-
turation (at 94 °C for 30 s), annealing of primers 
(at 42 °C for 30 s) and extension (at 72 °C for 30 
s). After closer analysis of results, the setting was 
changed to 57 °C for 30 s at the annealing phase at 
which the primers were more productive.

Electrophoresis

The 1% agarose gel for electrophoresis was 
prepared from 1 g of Agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) 
and 100 ml of 0.5 M TBTris-Borate-EDTA (TRE) 
buffer (Fluka-Sigma-Aldrich). The concentra-
tion of agarose influences resolution of length of 
DNA segments—1% agarose gel is optimal for 
500–10000 base pairs. 2  µl of fluorescence dye 
(GelRed™) was added to help visualize the separa-
tion of PCR products in next step.
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The electophoretic apparatus was prepared, the 
volume of DNA samples applied into slots was 
3 µl. The setting of voltage was 80 V for 30 min-
utes.

Visualization is done in UV chamber with 
build in photographic system, which is connected 
to computer with graphic software.

Figure 1 Results of electrophoresis—influence of different 
temperatures at activity of primers.

Purifying of samples and sequencing

The samples of DNA, separated by their length 
at last step, were extracted from  agarose gel and 
purified. The method of purification was based 
upon precipitation of DNA in solution (3M 
sodium acetate, 0.125M EDTA and concentrated 
ethanol). Repeated centrifugations were used to 
separate solution and precipitated DNA. Samples 
were cooled down during these procedure, and 
kept at lower temperatures to prevent degradation 
of samples.

The process of sequencing was done by labo-
ratory at Department of Microbiology at AS CR. 
After obtaining the sequences of DNA, the 
sequences were searched and identified in DNA 
databases.

Figure 2 The comparison of methods of isolation and used 
primers. Letters mark the different methods; numbers marks sets 
of primers. Isolation of DNA was done by ZR Fecal DNA Kit (A) 
PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit (B) and method with use of liquid 
nitrogen (C). The sets of pairs: ITS1F/NeoQR (1) and NM100/
MNGM2 (2). The sample on the left side of picture is reference 

sample; other samples are unknown and irrelevant.

Conclusions
The most interesting result for in this project 

was found when ZR Fecal DNA Kit was used for 
the DNA isolation and when primers NM100/
MNGM2 were used at 57  °C during annealing 
in  PCR. Sequence of Neocallimastigales clone 
(96–98  % accuracy) was found—Neocallimasti-
gales is taxonomic order of anaerobic fungi of our 
interest. The most important is to set and validate 
methods. Second part of this project with use of 
faeces of primates will take place in near future.
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Abstract The aim of this project is the detec-
tion of genes encoding resistance to antibiotics in 
the digestive tract of primates living wildly in Af-
rica and raised in captivity in the Czech Republic. 
The first goal of project is to establish appropri-
ate methods of genetic engineering and optimize 
these methods. Control samples of human diges-
tive bacterial flora are used to establish methodol-
ogy.

DNA is isolated from sample of human faeces, 
products of DNA amplification by PCR is ana-
lyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The main 
goal is setting PCR condition to increase sensitiv-
ity of detection of antibiotic resistance genes.

Work on the project continues therefore final 
testing and experiments at gorilla faeces will take 
place in future.

Introduction
Antibiotics have recently become increasingly 

discussed topic. Resistance to existing types of 
antibiotics is evolving very rapidly and new devel-
opment progresses a lot slower. Resistance to anti-
biotics is a great risk to the hospital where there is 
a rapid spread of bacterial infections.

Study of the presence of genes encoding resis-
tance to antibiotics in the digestive tract of gorillas 
can help us in understanding the mechanism and 
speed of transmission of these genes. The research 
is based on comparison of samples obtained from 
the gorillas living in the wild and gorillas living in 
ZOOs in the Czech Republic.

The first part of project is to establish appropri-
ate methods of genetic engineering and optimize 
these methods. 

Methods

DNA separation

For DNA isolation we used commercial kits ZR 
Fecal DNA Kit (Zymo Research corp.), PowerSoil 
DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio) and method of sepa-
ration with involving of liquid nitrogen. By these 
methods Ithe DNA was isolated form the sample 
of the human feaces, where was a big probability 
of presence of the genes coding resistance. 

To avoid the damage of samples they were 
stored at -20 °C between particular experiments. 
The control of concentration of DNA was done by 
spectrometric method by measurement of absor-
bance ratio at wavelength 230 nm and 260 nm.

Method Concentration 
ng/µl Absorbsion rate

ZR Fecal DNA Kit 14.7 1.35

PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit 9.5 1.94

Method with use of liquid nitrogen 248.4 1.78

Table I Concentration of DNA in samples acquired by individual methods.

PCR analysis

The DNA was amplified using PCR with set of 
primers which we prepared according to an arti-
cle Multiplex PCR for detection of aminoglycoside 
resistance genes in enterococci [1]. First set of prim-
ers was prepared in the concentration described in 
article, the second one was prepared by using the 
same primers but in concentration 0.1µMol each. 

The basic setting of PCR cycles program 
included initial heating (at 94 °C for 4  min), 30 
repetitive cycles consisting of denaturation (at 
94 °C for 30 s), annealing of primers (at 50 °C for 
30 s) and extension (at 72 °C for 30 s). 

Electrophoresis

The concentration of agarose influences reso-
lution of length of DNA segments—1% agarose 
gel is optimal for 500–10000 base pairs. We pre-
pared the 1% agarose gel for electrophoresis from 
1 g of Agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 100 ml of 
0.5 M TBTris-Borate-EDTA (TRE) buffer (Fluka 
- Sigma-Aldrich). To visualize the separation of 
PCR products we added to agarose 2  µl of fluo-
rescence dye (GelRed™). When the electophoretic 
apparatus was prepared we applied the samples, 
the volume of DNA samples was 3 µl. The setting 
of voltage was 80 V for 30 minutes.

Visualization was done in UV chamber with 
photographic system, which is connected to com-
puter with graphic software.
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Figure1. Result of electrophoresis, comparison of different set of 
primers on isolated samples

Purifying of samples and sequencing

We extracted the samples of DNA, separated 
by their length at last step, from agarose gel and 
purify them. The method of purification was 
based upon precipitation of DNA in solution (3M 
sodium acetate, 0.125M EDTA and concentrated 
ethanol). Repeated centrifugations is needed to 
separate solution and precipitated DNA. In order 
to prevent degradation of samples they were 
cooled down during these procedures and kept at 
lower temperatures.

The process of sequencing was done by labo-
ratory at Department of Microbiology at AS CR. 
After obtaining the sequences of DNA, the 
sequences were searched and identified in DNA 
databases.

Conclusions
In first part of the work we have to determine 

most effective methods for extraction of DNA 
samples. The most effective method for isolation 
showed to be method of separation with use of liq-
uid nitrogen as shown in figure1 (sample no. 3). 

When we had found the proper method for 
isolation of DNA we tried to compare the sam-
ples from gorillas living wildly, gorillas living in 
the ZOO and human control sample. As we sus-
pected, gorillas which are living wildly did not 
have a genes encoding antibiotic resistance. How-
ever samples from gorillas which are living in cap-

tivity shows the presence of the resistance genes as 
shown in figure2. 

Figure2. Result of electrophoresis, comparison of samples 
obtained from gorillas living wildly (E11, E48, E56), gorillas living 

in the ZOO (Z1–Z25) and human control sample (H10)
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Abstract Alzheimer’s disease is one of the ma-
jor neurodegenerative diseases; the elderly pop-
ulation is affected (about 50% at age 85 years). 
Manifested by memory loss, impairedspeech and 
worsening of orientation change of personality. 
According to some research on the emergence 
and development of the involved metabolites 
produced in the digestive tract, resulting in a hy-
pothesis concerning the proportion of microbial 
activity in the etiology of this disease. Compari-
son of faecal microflora composition differences 
in healthy people and patients should contribude 
to understanding the etiology and pathogenesis of 
the disease. Real Time PCR was used to monitor 
possible changes in the levels of total bacteria and 
the levels of individual bacterial groups: Bifido-
bacteria, Clostridium leptum, Enterobacteriaceae, 
Lactobacillus– Streptococcus–Enterobacter, and 
Bacteroides– Prevotella. The DGGE profiles re-
vealed the great complexity and specificity of each 
test subjects and changes in the composition of 
samples that have been observed.

Introduction
An enormous number of microorganisms, 

the vast majority of which are bacterial species, 
are known to colonize and form complex com-
munities, or microbiota, at various sites within 
the human body. It is estimated that the human 
microbiota is composed of ~1014 bacterial cells, 
which is 10 times more than the total number of 
human cells. The largest and most complex is the 
one comprised by intestinal bacteria that includes 
as many as 1012 cells per 1 g of faeces in the aver-
age human individual. Thus, within each human 
body, intestinal and other microbiota, along with 
the ‘host’ human cells, form a complex ecosystem 
that, as a whole, interactively performs various 
biological processes (Hattori and Taylor 2008). 

Recent evidence has indicated links between gut 
microbial activities and the aetiology of disorders 
such as inflammatory bowel disease and colorec-
tal cancer, and also conditions such as heart dis-
ease, diabetes and metabolic syndrome. Neverthe-
less, the commonly perceived wisdom that most 
human intestinal bacteria are inherently uncul-
turable may not be entirely accurate, since many 
of the most common intestinal bacteria found by 
molecular methods in faecal samples correspond 
to cultured species of obligate anaerobes (Flint et 
al. 2010). Studies on human intestinal microbiota 
should include microbial ecology and analysis of 
the complex metabolism of the microbial com-
munity, as well as various host-microbial interac-
tions occurring at the interface between microbes 
and host intestinal epithelia (Hattori and Taylor 
2008). Sequence analysis of clone libraries from 
amplified ribosomal DNA and denaturing or tem-
perature-gradient gel electrophoresis have dem-
onstrated the enormous diversity of species pres-
ent in the gut (Tlaskalová-Hogenová et al. 2004). 
Such studies are expected to lead to understanding 
of the impact of the microbiota on human health 
and disease. 

Materials and Methods

Sample collection

Genomic DNA will be isolated from faecal 
samples of 30 subjects. Fifteen of the experimental 
samples will be obtained from healthy people and 
fifteen subjects will be suffering from Alzheimer 
disease. 

DNA isolation

DNA isolation is a routine procedure to collect 
DNA for subsequent molecular or forensic analy-
sis. We broke the cells open, commonly referred to 
as cell disruption or cell lysis, to expose the DNA 
within. This is commonly achieved by grinding or 
sonicating the sample. Than we removed proteins 
by adding a protease precipitating the DNA with 
alcohols. Since DNA is insoluble in these alcohols, 
it will aggregate together, giving a pellet upon cen-
trifugation. Refinements of the technique include 
adding a chelating agent to sequester divalent 
cations such as Mg2+ and Ca2+, which prevents 
enzymes like DNAse from degrading the DNA. 
Cellular and histone proteins bound to the DNA 
can be removed either by adding a protease or 
by having precipitated the proteins with sodium 
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or ammonium acetate, or extracted them with a 
phenol-chloroform mixture prior to the DNA-
precipitation.

Real-time PCR

The DNA was amplified using the PCR with 
primers. RT PCR is the same as conventional PCR 
but in time. PCR is composed from a several parts. 
The first part is denaturation. DNA is heated to a 
temperature between 94–98 °C, which leads to 
disruption of hydrogen bounds in the DNA mole-
cule, resulting in unifilar DNA. The second part is 
anneling. We have unifilar DNA, where the prim-
ers could mount the synthesis of the complemen-
tar strand. The primers are tamperature dependent 
between 50–65 °C. The DNA polymerase binds to 
the section of DNA-primer. Third phase is elonga-
tion. Temperature used in this phase depends on 
the DNA polymerase. The most common is Taq 
polymerase with activity between 75–80°C. In 
this step alone leads to DNA synthesis. The fourth 
phase is final extension at 71–74°C for 4–5 min. 
PCR products obtained by PCR program and were 
visualized by horizontal agarose gel electrophore-
sis. Only the positive samples were subjected to 
another PCR amplification followed by denatur-
ing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE).

Targed organism Primer set

Bacteriodes/ Prevotella group Bac303F, Bac708R

Bifidobacterium sp. Lm26F, Lm3R

Lactobacillus sp. LabF362, LabR677

Table 1. Some specific primers for RT-PCR analyses (Bureš 2011)

DGGE

Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis 
(DGGE) is a technique that denatures the PCR-
amplified gene of interest (e.g. 16S rRNA) from the 
extracted community DNA. The PCR-amplified 
gene products obtained from each community 
sample will migrate on an acrylamide gel accord-
ing to their G+C content creating a distinct band-
ing pattern that represents the amount of diversity 
in the sample. DGGE analysis is typically per-
formed on PCR amplicons that are small in size 
(~150 bp) and highlight only regions of the gene 
that demonstrate the greatest variability. DGGE 
patterns can be quantified by measuring the num-
ber and thickness of bands on the gel. Statistical 
tools like principal coordinate analysis (PCA) can 
be used to measure differences between DGGE 

patterns so as to detect changes from one condi-
tion to another. DGGE PCR amplicons are too 
small to get enough sequencing information to 
correctly identify the bands of interest. Therefore, 
this technique is used primarily for comparative 
purposes. The different fragment lengths migrate 
differently on the gel, creating a distinct banding 
pattern for each sample. Variations between com-
munities can be found in the size and number of 
bands in the profile, and individual bands can be 
traced back to individual organisms with the aid 
of a clone library. As is the case with all finger-
printing techniques, one band on the gel should 
represent one phylogenetic type, or theoretical 
species (Sekirov 2009).

The gel for DGGE consisted of 8% polyacryl-
amide (37.5:1 acrylamid/bisacrylamid), 1x TAE 
buffer, Deionized Formamide, Urea, 10% Ammo-
nium Persulfate Solution (APS, 0.1 g in 1 ml of 
nanopure water. Make fresh when required or 
aliquot 0.5 ml into 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes 
and freeze until needed), Glycerol and TEMED 
(N,N,N‘,N‘-tetramethylenediamine) (DGGE 
2004)

Results and discussion
The PCR-DGGE analysis showed high diver-

sity and individual similarity of DGGE profiles. 
In figure we can see DNA isolates from individual 
person obtained during 29 days. First and last col-
umn of electrophoresis is usually for standard. As 
a standard we used a known bacteria. We can also 
see dynamic of bands during chitosan treatment. 
Then we observed the changes with chitosan. First 
and last 5 days didn’t administered chitosan. In 
this range we can observed bacterial composition.

According to some research on the emergence 
and development of the involved metabolites pro-
duced in digestive tract and this gives rise to a 
hypothesis concerning the proportion of micro-
bial activity in aetiology of this disease. Composi-
tion profiles in healthy person and patients should 
help to comprehension of etiology and pathogen-
esis of this disease.

Conclusions
Colonic microbial population of 30 persons 

was analysed using different molecular-genetic 
methods: DNA isolation, PCR DGGE and Real-
time PCR. RT-PCR showed a different groups of 
bacteria for example Bifidobacteria, Clostridium 
leptum, Enterobacteriaceae, Lactobacillus–Strep-
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tococcus–Enterobacter, and Bacteroides– Pre-
votella etc and DGGE profiles revealed the great 
complexity and specificity of each tested subjects. 
This analysis will be shown different composi-
tion and specificity of the colonic microflora of 
pacients with Alzheimer’s disease in comparing to 
colonic microflora of healthy person. 

Figure 1. DGGE profile of a healthy person.
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Abstract In this study we focused on bacteria 
from the animal digestive tract with an ability to 
utilize chitin. As cultivation media we used M-10 
medium with colloid chitin as source of energy. 
Cultivation was carried out under anaerobic con-
ditions. Chitinolytic bacteria were isolated from 
enrichment culture with faeces of different wild 
ruminants (fallow deer, Pere David’s deer, Roth-
schild’s giraffe). 

Isolates were selected accoring to their activity 
towards CM chitin and then characterized. The 
identification of strains with chitinolytic activities 
was made due to sequencing method. For further 
characterization of biochemical ability to degrade 
chitin substrate we will perform polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis of proteins, which are pro-
duced by chitosan degradation. The visualization 
of the chitinolytic enzymes will be achieved by 
zymography technique.

Introduction

Chitin 

Chitin, poly (β-(1→4)-N-acetyl d-glucosamine), 
is a natural polysaccharide, first identified in 1884. 
This biopolymer is synthesized by a number of liv-
ing organisms and is the second most abundant 
polymer on the earth, wich is made a rich source 
of energy for host organism. In nature chitin 
occurs in the exoskeleton of arthropods or in the 
cell walls of fungi and yeast.

Chitin has low toxicity and is inert in the gas-
trointestinal tract of mammals, but it is biode-
gradable, due to chitinases, which are found in 
bacteria, fungi, plants, and in the digestive systems 
of many animals. Chitinases are involved in host 
defense against bacterial invasion. It was shown, 
that for the hydrolysis of chitin it is necessary a 
certain degree of deacetylation.

Figure 1. Structure of chitin and chitosan. Chitin is composed 
predominantly of (y) units. Chitosan is composed predominantly of 

(x) units. 

Herbivores

The digestive tract of herbivorous animal is 
adapted for utilization of structural polysaccha-
rides due to symbiosis with anaerobic microorgan-
isms inhabiting their digestive tract. We focused 
on screening of bacteria from digestive tract which 
show a high ability to utilize chitin. Composition 
of microbial population in the intestine depend on 
the presence of dietary polysaccharides as energy 
sources. These polymers are not degradable by the 
host, but herbivores can derive 70% of their energy 
due to intake from microbial breakdown. Dietary 
polysaccharides reached in the intestine have an 
impact on gut microbial ecology and health. 

Aims
Our goal was to describe bacterial colonies 

with ability to utilize chitin, from the digestive 
tract of herbivorous animals. We were interested 
in finding the strains with highest activities of 
chitinolytic enzymes, especially in N-acetyl-β-D-
glucosaminidase activity and endochitinase activ-
ity in isolates.

Insight into mechanisms by which different 
gut microorganisms utilize polysaccharides has 
a great importance. Genomic analyses of the gut 
microbiota could change our understanding of 
these mechanisms and provide new biotechno-
logical tools using the decomposition of polysac-
charides. 

If we would find out more about the depen-
dence between our resident bacterial colonies, 
new biochemical usage come to sight. Develop-
ment in drug delivery to a specific targets using 
encapsulation for example by chitinous matrix. 
Advantages in bacterial isolation and culturing 
techniques leads to creation of probiotic coctails 
suited variably for diferent diseases or disorders. 
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Materials and methods

Sample collection

Chitinolytic bacteria were isolated from enrich-
ment culture of rumen content and feces of dif-
ferent wild herbivorous animals under anaerobic 
condition in M-10 medium with colloid chitin as 
source of energy (4g/l). Diluted media with sam-
ples were inoculated on Petri dishes (fig. 2). After 
48 hours incubation in 39˚C each colony was rein-
oculated into a bottle with media M-10 and incu-
bated for another 24 hours in 39˚C.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. Cultivation of bacteria; a) set for inoculating 
(contains: diluted media with grown colonies, chitin enriched agar 
in Petri dishes, syringe, needle and spreading stick), b) Petri dish 

with grown bacterial colonies, c) reinoculated colonia from one cell 
into another media.

 Visualization

To check the purity of cultivated bacterial 
isolates we have centrifuged 1 ml of culture on 
4000rpm for 5min. We spread a pellet of centrifu-
gation on glass slide and fixed by flame. For col-
oring bacteria we used Gram staining. Cultured 
bacteria were Gram negative. For viewing cul-
tured bacteria was used immersion microscope 
with magnification of 2000:1 (Fig 3). 

Preparation isolates for enzymatic and DNA analy-
sis

The culture was centriged on 6000 rpm for 5 
min and we stored supernatant for detection of 
enzymatic activity and used pellet for 16S rDNA 
isolation. We isolated DNA by Qiagen – DNeasy 
kit, than we multiplied DNA by PCR using Red-
Tag Ready Mix, after that we purified the frag-
ments by Quiagen PCR purification kit and than 
sequenced fragments of DNA using reverse and 
forward primers. In supernatant of individual iso-
lates was spectophotometrically measured extinc-
tion. From extinction coefficient we counted the 
specific activity for miligram of protein. From the 
result of specific enzymatic activity we selected 
strains for identification. The identification of 
16S rDNA in selected isolates was achieved by 
sequencing method.

Enzymatic activities
For endochitinase activities we measured incre-

ment of sugar reducing groups plucked from CM 
chitin using PAHBAH as a working solution fol-
lowing the protocol (M. Lever ). For 1.4 N-acetyl-
β-d-glucosaminidase we measured increment of 
p-nitrofenol, which was released from synthetic 
substrate. Extinction coefficients for both enzymes 
were measured with spectrophotometer (fig 4) on 
wavelenght 410 nm.

Isolate 1, 2, 3, 4 was gained from faeces of Pere 
David’s deer from Prague zoo, isolates 5, 6, 7, 8 
was gained from faeces of Rothschild’s giraffe from 
Prague zoo and isolates 9, 10, 11, 12 was gained 
from faeces of fallow dear from zoo Kunratice.

Specific chitinolytic activity in our isolates was 
low, particularly in microkatal units per milligram 
of protein relative (fig. 5).
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a)

b)

Figure 3. Gram negative bacteria viewed on immersion 
microscope; a) bacterial colonies isolated from Pere David’s deer, b) 

bacterial colonies isolated from Rothschild’s giraffe.

a)

b)

Figure 4. a) Thermo Spectronic „Biomate 5“, b) internal view 
(for calibration of the measurement is test-tube in the reference 
chamber filled with reference liquid and measured before each 

measurement).

Figure 5. Results of measurement for specific activity 1.4 
N-acetyl-β-d-glucosaminidase and endochitase in individual 

isolates.

Results of sequencing 16S rDNA
Due to 28 sequencing reactions carried out 

from 9 isolates were identified 4 isolates, all as a 
representative of the family Enterobacteriaceae. 

Isolates 3, 8, 9 and 12 were mixed cocultures, so 
they couldn’t be identified. 

Isolate 11 had a weak signal and was out of the 
rank of validity (probability about 30%).

Isolate 4 was obtained from the faeces of Pere 
David’s deer from the Prague zoo. This isolate was 
identified as member of family Enterobacteria-
ceae, with probability 95% (E. coli).

Shigella dysenteriae strain ATCC 13313 16S ribosomal RNA, partial sequence

Isolate 6

Escherichia coli strain U 5/41 16S ribosomal RNA, partial sequence

Escherichia albertii strain Albert 13382 16S ribosomal RNA, partial sequence

Escherichia fergusonii ATCC 3546916S ribosomal RNA, partial sequence

Shigella �exneri ATCC 2990316S ribosomal RNA, partial sequence

Figure 6. Genetic neighbour joining tree of isolate 6 (distance 
of individual branches in the figure denotes the degree of 

differentiation of individual strains).

Conclusion
We have isolated 12 strains of bacteria show-

ing chitinolytic on media M10, and we have all of 
them tested for enzymatic activity. We have tested 
9 isolates with chitinolytic activity by sequenc-
ing method. Results of sequenced isolates were 
presented. We were expecting to grow different 
strains of bacteries than E. coli and Shigella. For 
future research we will aim to screening of bacte-
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rias with higher chitinolytic activities, than those 
which were already shown. 

Isolates 5, 6, 7 were obtained from the faeces 
of Rothschild’s giraffe from the Prague zoo. Isolate 
5 was identified as member of family Enterobac-
teriaceae, with probability 98% (E. coli, Shigella). 
Isolate 6 and 7 were identified as members of fam-
ily Enterobacteriaceae, both with probability 99% 
(E. coli, Shigella).

We made genetic neighbour joining tree of iso-
late 6, in spite of all isolates belong to a same strain 
of enterobacteriaceae using Delta Blast software 
(see in fig. 6). 
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Abstract The aim of this work was to investi-
gate mutations associated with cardiovascular dis-
eases using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with 
reverse hybridization; and to evaluate the implica-
tion of the results on cardiovascular disease sus-
ceptibility. The procedure involved DNA isolation, 
PCR amplification using biotinylated primers and 
hybridizing amplification products to test strips 
containing immobilized allele specific oligonucle-
otide probes. Blood specimens from 18 dyslipid-
emic patients and 16 healthy controls were used. 
Eight genes and their variants (eNOS-786T-C and 
G894T; LTA C804A; ACE ins/del; GP IIIa (HPA1) 
a/b; beta-FBG-455G-A; ApoB R3500Q; APOE 
E2/E3/E4) were detected. Data analysis was done 
using SPSS for Windows. ENOS-786T-C homo-
zygous state was found only in patients, GPIIIa 
(a/b) was more in patients (85.71 %) than in con-
trols (14.29 %); only wild type ApoB R3500Q was 
found in the controls while patients showed both 
wild type and heterozygous forms. The heterozy-
gous form of ApoB R3500Q showed a hereditary 
trait. It also appears to be the strongest indepen-
dent risk factor for dyslipidemia and cardiovascu-
lar diseases. There seems to be a strong correla-
tion between dyslipidemia and GPIIIa and ApoB 
mutations. 

Introduction
Clinical genetics has traditionally dealt with 

conditions and risks associated with inheritable 
disorders. A rapidly expanding area of genetic test-
ing drawing lots of interest is the testing for pre-
disposition to diseases. Clinical opportunities for 
gene-based diagnostic methods for the prediction 
of susceptibility to disease, the prediction of drug 
response, the early detection of illness and the 

accurate molecular classification of diseases have 
been emerging at a rapid pace. However, diag-
nostic tests (most of which are based on molecu-
lar technologies particularly PCR) for identifying 
specific genetic variations that may be linked to 
disease susceptibility are considered experimen-
tal and investigational because their clinical value 
and cost-effectiveness is still controversial. As 
such, even though the prospect of disease sus-
ceptibility testing is fascinating for many clinical 
applications, it is uncertain which are most likely 
to offer clinical benefit in the near future. The aim 
of this study, therefore, was to look into mutations 
associated with cardiovascular diseases using an 
assay based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
and reverse hybridisation, to assess the implica-
tion of the results on susceptibility to CVD, and 
on potential course of action in terms of patient 
monitoring. In addition, the repeatability, quality 
and reliability of the assay used were assessed.

Materials and methods
The experiment was based on an assay for the 

identification of mutations associated with car-
diovascular disease (CVD) based on polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) and reverse-hybridization. 
The assay (CVD StripAssay ATM) is manufactured 
by ViennaLab Diagnostics GmbH and covered 8 
mutations: β-Fibrinogen-455 G-A, GPIIIa L33P 
(HPA-1), ACE I/D, Apo B R3500Q, Apo E2/E3/E4, 
eNOS G894T, eNOS-786 T-C, and LTA C804A. 

Blood specimens were collected from 18 
patients (8 males, 10 females; mean age 49.88 years, 
age range 12 – 87 years) with elevated serum lipid 
levels (S-Cholesterol > 5 mmol/l, S-triacylglycerol 
>1.7 mmol/l. LDL-cholesterol > 3 mmol/l, serum 
levels of HDL, Apolipoprotein B and Lipoprotein 
(a) showed deviation from the range of reference 
values) and 16 healthy normolipidemic controls. 
Data was analysed using SPSS for windows. For 
the different tests a confidence level of α  =  0.05 
was used.

Results and Discussion
Surprisingly, the ENOS-786 T-C wild type was 

more frequent in patients than in the controls 
and the heterozygous state was more frequent in 
controls than in patients. However, the homozy-
gous state was according to expectation higher in 
patients than in the controls (χ2 = 6.82; p = 0.03). 
The frequency of GPIIIa (a/b) was higher in 
patients than in the controls (χ2 = 3.80; p = 0.06); 
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this was not statistically significant; however, it 
showed a certain trend. The variant GPIIIa (b/b) 
was not detected in both patients and controls. 
The frequency of the heterozygous form of BFG-
455G-A was slightly higher in patients than con-
trols; nevertheless, it was not statistically signifi-
cant at all (χ2 = 0.22; p = 0.46). The frequency of 
heterozygous form of Apo B R3500Q was higher 
in patients than in the controls; only the wild type 
was present in the controls. Even though this is 
not statistically significant the value shows a par-
ticular trend — that heterozygous Apo B R3500Q 
occurs predominantly among patients. E4/E4 
mutation appeared in two of the patients, but 
none in the controls. Neither in the patients nor in 
the controls were the E2/E2 and E2/E4 mutations 
observed.

ENOS 
786

ENOS 
894 LTA ACE GPIII 

A BFG APO 
B

APO 
E

r 0.06 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.33 0.08 0.34 0.10

p 0.74 0.56 0.57 0.47 0.05 0.65 0.04 0.56

Table 1. Correlation of mutations with dyslipidemia

GPIIIa and Apo B showed the strongest asso-
ciation with the possibility of there being dys-
lipidemia (table 1). Mutations in LTA, and Apo 
B showed the strongest correlation with gender 
(table 3). Mutations in Apo B and Apo E showed 
the strongest correlation with age (table 2). 

ENOS 
786

ENOS 
894

LTA 
804

ACE 
I/D

GPIII 
A BFG APO 

B
APO 

E

r 0.17 0.05 0.34 0.11 0.20 0.01 0.46 0.45

p 0.33 0.76 0.05 0.55 0.25 0.82 0.01 0.01

Table 2. Correlation of mutations with age

ENOS 
786

ENOS 
894 LTA ACE GPIII 

A BFG APO 
B

APO 
E

r 0.02 0.11 0.36 0.22 0.19 0.03 0.40 0.24

p 0.92 0.52 0.04 0.20 0.28 0.89 0.02 0.16

Table 3. Correlation of mutations with gender

A further analysis was done to establish which 
combination of the variants of the mutations that 
tend to occur together was most common (table 
4). The strongest correlations were found between 
ACE and APO E; ACE and APO B and GPIIIA 
and APO B. 

The results connected with Apo B mutations 
are strongly evident in spite of the small sample 
size. Apo B gene mutation is a dominant but rare 

mutation (Soria et al., 1989). The results from this 
study tend to confirm this. The occurrence of het-
erozygous Apo B mutation was detected only in 
4 out of 34 subjects, and 3 of these 4 were in the 
same family, which indicates that the mutation is 
passed across generations. 

Mutations that tend to 
occur together

Correlation  
coefficient, r p

ACE and APO E 0.38 0.03

ACE and APO B 0.37 0.03

GPIIIA and APO B 0.49 0.00

Table 4. Correlation among mutations

The results also found a strong correlation 
between Apo B gene mutation and the presence 
of lipid disorders (Spearman-Brown correlation 
coefficient = 0.34; p = 0.04). According to Rajput-
Williams et al. (1988) and Soria et al. (1989), when 
Apo B mutation occurs, then it leads to defective 
low-density proteins and severe hypercholester-
olemia. This finding is confirmed by this study. 
The strong correlation of occurrence of Apo B 
gene mutations and ACE I/D mutations (correla-
tion coefficient = 0.37; p = 0.03), as well as with 
GPIIIa mutations (correlation coefficient  =  0.49; 
p = 0.00) indicates an elevated risk for cardiovas-
cular diseases since ACE I/D mutations alone are 
implicated in many cases of cardiovascular dis-
eases. For example, Arbustini et al. (1995) cite it 
as being independently and strongly associated 
with coronary atherosclerosis and myocardial 
infarction. Compared to E3, E2 and E4 are more 
associated with increased risks for ischemic heart 
diseases, even in the absence of additional param-
eters, the finding of this study is quite indicative of 
potential risk for cardiovascular disease in the two 
patients with E4/E4, largely because of their hav-
ing elevated cholesterol levels and their advanced 
age (they were both above 60 years old).

This study found a strong correlation between 
the occurrence of Apo B and GPIIIa mutations 
together and this is well represented in a family 
captured in the sample. The study did not find a 
correlation between ENOS and Apo B or GPIIIa 
in the sample; however it was evident from the 
family that where Apo B mutations exist ENOS 
mutations may play a supporting role. 

Conclusion
The use of PCR with reverse hybridization to 

investigate mutations/polymorphisms associated 
with cardiovascular diseases has been assessed; 
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the results were in spite of the small sample used 
consistent with results from larger studies. In spite 
of certain limitations with PCR, it is reliable and 
convenient, and remains as yet more accessible 
than most of the alternative amplification tech-
nologies available. Even though the lack of con-
sensus on whether evaluating CVD related poly-
morphisms adds much in a clinically meaningful 
way to the evaluation of CVD risks using conven-
tional risk factors still persist, there is no doubt 
that genetic testing for disease susceptibility may 
provide information for timely intervention. 
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Abstract The whole-cell biosensor which used 
a special optical fiber element (OFE) from pure 
silica with an active layer contents bioluminescent 
bioreporters was developed as a real in-situ detec-
tor. The sensitivity depends on a value of detected 
bioluminescence (BL), which can be very low. In 
this study, we explore the influence of OFE shape 
on BL transition as well as number of cells immo-
bilized into the active layer on detecting low-level 
bioluminescent signals. The bioluminescence sig-
nal was produced by the genetically engineered 
bacterial bioreporter (light source). Mathematical 
model of OFE shape was developed based on geo-
metric optics. Four different shapes of OFE were 
studied experimentally. For development of math-
ematical model of the optimal OFE shape from 
point of view maximum detected intensity of BL 
was applied parameters of the best OFE from ex-
perimental measurements. The correspondence 
between results of calculated transmission by the 
model and experimental measurements of BL was 
favourable.

Introduction
Whole-cell biosensors are potential candidates 

for on-line and in situ environmental monitor-
ing. The whole-cell biosensor is an analyte probe 
consists of a biological element, such as genetically 
engineered bacteria (GMO), antibody or antigen, 
integrated with an electronic component to yield a 
measurable signal (Daunert et al., 2000). A variety 
of detection methods, suitable for a specific bio-
logical assay, have been developed for molecular 
detection. These methods include colorimetric, 
fluorescent, bioluminescent, and electrochemi-
cal detection. GMO are used as sensing cells, in 
which plasmids containing the promoter-reporter 
gene conjugation are introduced. Promoter genes 
function as activators of the bio-reporter expres-

sion in the presence of an analyte. Reporters are 
expression genes that encode proteins or enzymes 
that function as light sources or electron sources 
for monitoring metabolic cell activity (Belkin, 
2003). The bacteria react to the presence of a toxin 
by a response by the activation of a specific pro-
moter. This promoter induces the production of 
the reporter enzymes and substrate. Microbial cell 
sensors have been constructed by genetically bind-
ing the Lux gene with an inducible gene promoter 
for toxicity testing. Genetic promoters have been 
utilized to act as very precise detectors of envi-
ronmental toxins. The main function of the bio-
reporters is to provide a detectable signal response 
correlated to the magnitude of the toxin dose.

In this work we present a new design of a 
whole-cell bioluminescence biosensor for water 
toxicity detection, based on genetically engineered 
Pseudomonas putida TVA8 bacteria. The biolumi-
nescent bioreporter  Pseudomonas putida  TVA8 
was constructed by introducing the  tod-luxCD-
ABE  gene fusion into the chromosome of  P. 
putida F1, a bacterium capable of biodegradation 
of toluene (Applegate et al., 1998). Sensitive opti-
cal detection is achieved using a photocounter. 
The present work describes a mathematical model 
for calculations of the bioluminescence coupling 
and transporting into a special designed optical 
fiber element (OFE). Low intensity biolumines-
cence signals were measured after the whole-cell 
sensors were exposed to various concentrations of 
toluene or real samples of waste-water.

Experimental

Optical fiber elements

OFEs were produced in Laboratory of Opti-
cal Fibers of the Institute of Photonics and Elec-
tronics AS CR, v. v. i., from high purity silica road 
diameter 12 mm fabricated by HEREAUS Ltd. 

The tapered OFEs (Fig. 1) were rests of quartz 
preform from testing drawing of PCS fibers. The 
OFE ends for the cell immobilization were pol-
ished by diamond grinding wheels (four different 
types of wheels were used—from abrasive to the 
optical quality), The OFE is tapered fused silica 
rod optical quality, refractive index 1.457 without 
cladding, NA  =  0.785, αc  =  52°. The OFEs were 
characterized by diameters at both ends (dmin, dmax) 
and their shapes by diameters (di) that were mea-
sured in 5 mm distances between the ends (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1: OFE 1-4

Fig. 2: The OFE shape of samples—measured points and 
analytical functions given by Eq. 1

BL measurement

PCS fibers and OFEs were connected by SMA 
optical fiber bare connector to a detector (photon-
counter, Perkin-Elmer 3954-P-087). The BL inten-
sity of the induced cells in the active layers was 
recorded each 10 s. Measurements were carried 
out inside a dark box to suppress ambient light.

Results 
The absolute value of detected light intensity 

is increased when the number of cells on the end 
face of fiber is increased (Vrbova et al. 2009). This 
might be accomplished by increasing of an area of 
fiber core with the sensitive layer. The maximum 
diameter of PCS fiber core, to save fiber flexibility, 
is 600 μm. Using of tapered OFE spliced with such 
optical fiber is the way, how to increase the area 
covered with cells. 

(1)

The OFE is cylindrical symmetry body with 
rotation in z axis. The shape of the OFE was char-
acterized by fitting measured diameters di with 
exponential decay function (Eq. 1). Mean square 
quadratic deviation was better than 0.5%. Calcu-
lated constants of equation are in Table 1.

dmax
[mm]

dmin
[mm]

zmax
[mm]

r0
[mm]

A1
[mm]

t1
[mm]

A2
[mm]

t1
[mm]

OFE 
1 6.29 0.83 320 0.27

±0.03
1.73

±0.08
33.78
±1.37

1.12
±0.06

154.60
±18.26

OFE 
2 5.97 0.32 63 0.11

±0.01
2.87

±0.01
14.53
±0.17 0 0

OFE 
3 5.06 0.89 190 0.42

±0.01
2.12

±0.01
50.77
±0.70 0 0

OFE 
4 9.66 0.78 170 0.26

±0.03
2.78

±0.19
17.23
±0.88

1.81
±0.17

66.46
±8.00

Table 1. Geometry parameters of OFE.

The highest BL signal was measured with 
applying of OFE 3 (Vrbova et al., 2011) and that 
is reason why its shape was taken as the base for 
developed mathematical model for optimizing 
OFE parameters.

The developed model assume following: 
1) The bioreporters are organized in one layer.
2) Cells have a sphere-like shape with diameter 1 

μm.
3) Cell is point source, which intensity decreases 

with quadrate of distance. 
4) Methods of geometric optic were applied for 

calculation of the efficiency of BL coupling.
5) The OFE is cylindrical symmetry body with 

rotation in z axis.
The dependence of number of cells on radius 

(dmax/2) is shown in Fig. 3. Number of cells Mc was 
calculated from assumption its arrangement on 
OFE as fiber bundles (triangular mesh) (Utzinger 
et al., 2003).

Fig. 3: The dependence of number of cells on radius.

The code, in the first approximation used meth-
ods of geometric optics of light propagation in opti-
cal waveguides (Unger, 1977) taking into account 21 /

2
/
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silica dispersion for a particular wavelength range 
(Dichtburn, 1963). Cells were assumed as spheres 
with diameters from 2 to 5μm (Branchini, 2006). 
Light absorption of BL inside the active layer 
was neglected. Each cell was assumed as a non-
coherent spot light source which radiates BL into 
all space direction angles θi. The thickness d and 
refractive index nl of the active layer were included 
in the model.

Fig. 4: The dependence intensity on radius

Conclusions
The aim of this study was development of 

mathematical model for optimization of OFE 
shape and to compare results of calculations with 
experimental measurements of OFE that enhance 
coupled and guided light of the whole-cell opti-
cal fiber biosensor. In contrast to another ways 
of enhancement of detection of bioluminescence 
as metalenhanced bioluminescence (Eltzov et al., 
2009), microluminometers or bioluminescent 
integrated circuits (Simpson et al., 2001; Close et 
al., 2009) tapered OFE is advantageous in easiness 
of preparation and durability that is desirable for 
in-situ long term monitoring in remote localities. 
The practical applicability of biosensing with OFE 
3 has been already demonstrated by detection of 
BTEX (benzene, toluene, xylene and ethylben-
zene) with reporter P. putida TVA8 in samples 
from an influent and an effluent of the wastewater 
treatment plant and contaminated groundwater 
(Adamova, 2009).
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Evaluation of the 
Energetics of Breathing
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Abstract A second version of the program for 
evaluation of the energetics of breathing is being 
developed in MATLAB. The aim of the project is 
to extend the currently used program by adding 
more features for users focused on input data pro-
cessing in order to get more accurate results. The 
removal of artifacts via the gastrointestinal system 
and the detection of inspiration are other areas 
that are resolved. Furthermore adaptive filters will 
be implemented on signals obtained during high 
frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV). The 
program is supposed to be tested on data experi-
mentally measured on paralysed pigs.

Introduction
High-frequency oscillatory ventilation 

(HFOV) is a lung protective strategy very differ-
ent from other modes of mechanical ventilation. 
Whereas the physiologic breathing frequency is 
0.2–0.35 Hz (12–20 breaths per minute) during 
quiet breathing, HFOV delivers pressure oscilla-
tions of 3–15 Hz around a constant mean airway 
pressure (MAP). [1] 

The term energetics of breathing refers to an 
effort developed by spontaneously breathing 
patients and supporting ventilators in the case of 
mechanical ventilation. It is being evaluated in 
order to estimate the load on respiratory muscles, 
to analyze the accuracy of regulation of the amount 
of gas available for the patient during HFOV and 
to designate the influence of gas composition on 
patients’ breathing effort.

The energetics of breathing is described by the 
work of breathing which expresses the energetic 
costs on respiratory muscles and the pressure time 
product which also involves the period of isovolu-
mic muscle contraction.

Pleaural pressure, proximal pressure and proxi-
mal flow are necessary to be measured for evaluat-
ing the energetics of breathing. The pleural pres-
sure is the pressure between the lung and chest 
wall. Measuring it is technically difficult so it is 
replaced by the esophageal pressure measured by 
the balloon catheter in the esophagus. Proximal 
pressure and proximal flow are quantities mea-
sured at the beginning of patients’ airways.

The aim of this project is to develop a univer-
sal program which should enable the evaluation 
of the energetics of breathing. The main goal of 
this development is to improve currently used 
algorithms in order to get more accurate results. 
Furthermore an algorithm enabling the process-
ing of data measured in case of spontaneously 
breathing patients during HFOV is being created. 
In such the case measured signals are influenced 
by the ventilator and breathing patient and these 
components are necessary to be separated.

Methods
The graphs of respiratory volume (V) depen-

dent on the pleural (esophageal) pressure (Ppl / Pes) 
called Campbell diagrams graphically express the 
work of breathing. The static curve of the lungs 
(CL), static curve of the chest wall (CCW) and 
dynamic curve of the respiratory system in the 
diagram define surfaces corresponding to the cer-
tain components of the work of breathing (Figure 
1).

To be able to evaluate the energetics of breath-
ing of spontaneously breathing patients during 
HFOV it is necessary to get rid of the measured 
signals of high frequency components due to the 
ventilator. Nowadays adaptive filters are being 
designed. The most appropriate filter for filtering 
proximal pressure signals seems to be the Least 
Mean Squares Based FIR Adaptive Filter. 

The adaptive noise cancellation system assumes 
the use of two inputs. Proximal pressure sensor 
placed right in front of the beginning of the air-
ways picks up the input signal while the pressure 
sensor by the membrane of high frequency oscil-
latory ventilator records membrane oscillations. 
The oscillations are uncorrelated to the informa-
tion bearing signal (pressure changes caused by 
the spontaneously breathing patient) but are cor-
related to the oscillations picked up by the proxi-
mal pressure sensor. The membrane signal is used 
as the desired input signal for the filter.

Results
Unfortunately no signals measured with 

human patients are available as yet, there was just 
a rigid flask connected to the ventilator circuit 
while recording. The measured signals and the 
signal obtained after processing the signals by the 
adaptive filter are shown in the Figure 2.

The program brings the user many other pos-
sibilities for input data processing such as offset 
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or polarity adjustment. The catheter used for mea-
suring the esophageal pressure has a tendency to 
move a little bit during the measurement which 
causes its isoline to fluctuate. Its correction has 
also been implemented into this version of the 
program. The example of its utilisation where the 
fluctuating isoline was straightened which again 
helps to get more accurate results can be seen in 
Figure 3. 

Figure 1 a, b. Campbell diagrams. Blue areas correspond to 
the inspiration resistive work and red areas represent the elastic 

potential energy saved to the lungs during inspiration. Expiration 
resistive work, green area in the picture a., was completely covered 

by the elastic potential energy of the lungs despite the picture b., 
where a patient had to breathe out actively. VT is the tidal volume; 

FRC stands for functional residual capacity. Other variables are 
explained in the article. [2]

Figure 2. Period of 1 second of the pressure signals measured 
while HFOV. Green line: adaptive filter input (proximal pressure), 
blue line: adaptive filter desired input (membrane pressure), black 

line: adaptive filter output error signal, red line: output error signal 

after median filtration. Ventilator adjustment: frequency 3 Hz, 
MAP 2 kPa, inspiration ratio 33 %, amplitude 1.5 kPa, flow 40 L/

min. Volume of rigid flask: 34 L.

Figure 3 a, b. Original signal of esophageal pressure with 
fluctuating isoline (a) and resultant signal after isoline straightening 

(b). 

Discussion
In the case of  implementation of the adaptive 

filters on data measured with a rigid flask con-
nected to the ventilator circuit I expected to obtain 
a straight line after processing the pressure signals 
measured in this experiment.

Only a few high frequency oscillations appeared 
in the output error signal which were subsequently 
filtered using the median filter (Figure 2).

I would like to measure all the necessary data 
on paralysed pigs which should prove or disprove 
the algorithms’ reliability as soon as possible.

Conclusions
The newly developed program for evaluation of 

the energetics of breathing should be a complex 
instrument for calculating the work of breathing 
and pressure time product from various input data 
obtained during different modes of mechanical 
ventilation.

There are still other areas which are necessary 
to be resolved by so that there can be more accu-
rate results. These especially include removing the 
artifacts via the gastrointestinal system, detecting 
the beginning of inspiration and positioning the 
static curve of chest wall compliance. 
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Echogenicity evaluation 
for medical devices used 
in Regional Anesthesia 

Soňa Klepsová (Czech Technical University in Prague, 
Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)

Abstract There is an outstanding innovation 
in the field of regional anesthesia. Spinal anesthe-
sia has become the most frequently used regional 
anesthesia procedure. Next to it Teleflex offers the 
first stimulating continuous nerve block catheter, 
the ARROW StimuCath, which confirms positive 
placement of the catheter next to the nerve. Stimu-
Cath technology can reduce the risk of secondary 
block failure while improving pain management 
for the patient. It is brightly echogenic which max-
imizes the advantages of ultrasound guidance. We 
will be testing the approved “Cornerstone” reflec-
tors that guarantee the perfect visibility of the can-
nula shaft even at a steep puncture angle and other 
surface technology. One of the aims is to docu-
ment the progress and opportunities.

 Introduction
The neurovascular anatomy is highly variable 

and that is why, despite its well-known benefits, 
regional anesthesia has not attained the stature and 
safety of general anesthesia yet. Nowadays current 
nerve localization techniques provide little or any 
information regarding the anatomical spreading 
of local anesthesia. Ultrasound technology is used 
by anesthesiologists in an attempt to minimize 
many of the drawbacks of traditional nerve block 
techniques. This paper will tell you something 
about the current situation of ultrasound-guided 
regional anesthesia, which is already well-known. 
It provides a context of whole instruments visible 
on trade.

In the process, we will also highlight several 
possible limitations of ultrasound techniques 
including learning curve issues, costs, and artifact 
generation. Regional nerve blockades as an alter-
native to general anesthesia are in many operative 
disciplines essential. To avoid incomplete block-
ades or nerve injuries the optimal and perfected 
equipment is necessary. In long lasting tradition 
and tight cooperation with physicians and hospi-
tals, PAJUNK® develops instruments for the dif-
ferent techniques and is one of the precursors in 
this sector.

There is wide spread agreement that the ultra-
sound-guidance in regional anesthesia is the 
future as success rates are significantly increased. 
In both cases the literature reports success rates 
increasing from 70% to over 90%. This is because 
for current methods, i.e. nerve stimulation for RA, 
the clinician is blind to existing anatomy and nee-
dle paths in the body, whereas ultrasound allows 
real time visualization of anatomy, needle paths, 
and the spread of anesthetic.

For RA, not only are success rates increased 
but also procedures are less painful and analgesia 
is more effective. Thus costs for hospitals are sig-
nificantly reduced, for example in Germany each 
minute in an operating theatre costs €10 a failed 
RA block can cost an extra 15 to 30 minutes of 
time. Furthermore, the risks for patients and pro-
cedural discomfort are significantly reduced.

Thus the penetration of ultrasound use in anes-
thesia is growing rapidly; in 2000 less than 2% of 
German clinicians used ultrasound whereas today 
close to 20%. The main barrier to faster growth is 
the long learning curve required.

Methods
The study will be undertaken in two mechani-

cal laboratories—Teleflex, Hradec Kralove and 
EMS–General Electronics, Brno. All ultrasound 
scans will be conduct by a single operator. Up to 
5 Ultrasound imaging system and a linear ultra-
sound probe. Image quality will be standardized 
by utilizing the optimization facility on the ultra-
sound machine after the probe will be applied to 
the cadaver and before needles were injected and 
videos recorded. Angulations will be standardized 
with a machined plastic guide, cut at four angles: 
30°, 45°, 60° and 75°.

Although the narrow width of the ultrasound 
beam can make it difficult to maintain visibility 
as the needle is inserted, the design of the engi-
neered guide ensures that the needle is hold firmly 
with inadvertent movement outwith the beam 
minimized. A statistical block randomization will 
be performed using computer software for the 
in-plane and out-of-plane injections. Statistical 
blocks contained 12 units, i.e., four angles (30°, 
45°, 60° and 75°) and up to three needles (Arrow, 
Braun, Pajunk, echogenic). Needle injection will 
be standardize by inserting the needle 3 cm below 
the skin into muscle, retracting the needle to just 
below the skin, then reinserting to 3 cm. All nee-
dles will be recorded onto video, retrospectively 
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downloaded by the engineer and analyzed by two 
independent raters blinded to angle and plane of 
injection.

The point of the study is the mean rater 5-point 
score (0/5 very poor, 1/5 poor, 2/5 fair, 4/5 good, 
5/5 very good) for needle visibility as assessed by 
two independent anesthetic raters. For the pur-
poses of this study, the angle of needle entry will 
be defined as the angle between the ultrasound 
beam and the surface of the needle. Data will be 
used to determine the secondary end point of the 
study, namely independent predictors of good vis-
ibility using logistic regression analysis. 

Comparison of number of visible needles and 
actual probability of good visibility will be calcu-
lated.

Figure. 1, 2. The in-plane approach to inserting the needle and 
the corresponding ultrasound image of the needle [3]

Figure. 3, 4. Out-of-plane approach to inserting the needle and 
the corresponding image of the needle [3]

Conclusion
The aim of study id to find which echogenic 

needle is more visible in-plane and when out-of-
plane and to evaluate the most successful surface 
technology. 

Many anesthesiologists remain uneasy about 
manipulating needles under ultrasound guid-
ance. There is a pressing need for the develop-
ment of needles suitable for the UGRA beginner 
to build confidence and develop skills to develop 
the higher competences associated with regional 
anesthesia experts. 

We would like also to confirm clinical obser-
vations that needle visibility is better using the 
in-plane approach. Although clinical experience 
suggests that out-of-plane techniques are no more 
difficult than in-plane techniques for experienced 
regional anesthetists. It is recommended that 
standard procedures, such as cautious insertion, 
hydrolocation test doses using 0.5 to 1 ml of solu-
tion and gentle manipulation of tissues, remain a 
mainstay of clinical practice rather than reliance 
on observation of the needle.

Although increased specular reflection from 
multiple surfaces probably accounts for the better 
visibility of echogenic needles, it is also impor-
tant that experimental conditions are taken into 
account. 

However, reflection of ultrasound from nerves 
and muscles in elderly patients is poorer than in 
younger patients and excellent resolution of struc-
tures is often difficult to obtain in clinical practice. 
New developments include the clinical introduc-
tion of studies comparing echogenic needles. We 
would like to develop preprocessing algorithms 
for needle visualization. 
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Endoscopic evaluation 
of cilia motion on the 
respiratory epithelial 
by laser ref lectometry 
utilizing optical fibers

Jan Leopold, Marie Pospíšilová (Czech Technical Uni-
versity in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)

Abstract The oscillation frequency of the re-
spiratory epithelium cilia (about 20Hz) is ex-
tremely sensitive to many factors (dust, gases, in-
fection). This paper presents a laboratory method 
of laser reflectometry using standard optical fibers 
for lighting and collecting backscattered laser sig-
nal, which can be used due to their geometry in 
endoscope examination. The movement of cilia 
is modeled by the mirror with controlled oscil-
lation. The light beam from a pigtailed semicon-
ductor laser operating at wavelength of 640nm is 
coupled to the SM fiber and the reflected inten-
sity is captured by the GI MM fiber. The detected 
backscattered signal carrying information about 
the frequency of the oscillation mirror is evalu-
ated using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Measure-
ments for three different surfaces were done and 
their analysis compared with the set frequency of 
mirror oscillations. The results give us informa-
tion about minimum reflected intensity which can 
be processed by this method as well as the accu-
racy of frequency determination.

Figure. 1. Cilia organelles [2]

Introduction
Cilia are hairlike constructed organelles (see 

Fig. 1) which have important function in cleaning 

respiratory organ which depending on a frequency 
their motion. The frequency of their motion is 
dependent on the outer factor like (smoke, dust, 
sicknesses etc.). The precise measurement of this 
frequency is important to knowing their condi-
tion. The laser spectroscopy method using back 
scatter laser light signals from motion cilia fol-
lowing by spectral signal analyze were developed 
[1, 2]. Spectral structure of this signal depends on 
both the type and magnitude of cilia motion and 
the angle of collection of laser scatter light. 

The dimensions of cilia are about 0.2µm in 
diameter and 10 to 100 µm in length, the scatter 
laser light can be treated as in the case of scattering 
from rough surfaces [3]. Mathematical descrip-
tion of that scattered signal is described through 
scattered electric field E is detailed described in 
[2] by relation.

(1)

where ω0 and k are the frequency and the wave 
vector of the light, A0 is a amplitude of incident 
light, α is the width of intensity profile of the laser 
beam and Φ(r’,t) is a randomly fluctuating phase 
variable introduce by the surface of the epithe-
lium. Φ includes two terms: One is from periodic 
beating and second is from random phase of sur-
face. We suggested applying optical fibers in to 
the measuring system due to their geometry and 
optical properties, what give the possibility to 
implement this measuring system in to the endo-
scopic tube. Single-mode fiber (SM—diam. 6 μm, 
NA = 0.12, lf = 2m) was used for illumination of 
oscillated target diameter dt (see Eq. 2) and for 
collecting back scattered laser light was used mul-
timode optic fiber (MM–diam. 50 μm, NA = 0.2, 
lf = 2m). 

(2)

where a is SM fiber radius, Z is the distance 
from fiber end to the target and Β = arcsin (NA).

Figure 2. Laboratory setup measuring system
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Laboratory set up description
Setup of suggested laboratory system is shown 

in Fig. 2. The cilia are modeled by controlled oscil-
lation (in range of 0–20 Hz) surface with differ-
ent optical quality (reflectivity R = 96%, 50% and 
15%). 

Pigtailed semiconductor laser OFLS 6 (Safibra 
Company) working with wavelength 642nm had 
output power regulated in 3 steps 2mW, 10mW 
and 20mW, Δλ (FWHM) = 2nm (see Fig. 3) and 
longtime output power stability.

Back scattered light was detected by silicon 
detector Thorlabs PDA36A maximum Respon-
sivity 0.35 W/A for wavelength 650nm, detection 
area 3.6 by 3.6 mm, gain 1.5∙103 –4.75∙106V/A, 
bandwidth 17MHz. Detector input is adapted by 
FC connector for precise optical fiber connection.

SM fiber (parameters are described above) was 
used for illumination of oscillating surface, fiber 
end was cat off by hand, one fiber end was placed 
to the FC bare connector and connected with out-
put of laser and its second end was fixed on xyz 
positioner (z direction corresponds with distance 
from oscillated surface). MM fiber (parameters 
are described above) was used for collecting of 
refracted laser light from oscillating surface. The 
measured data from detector were processed by 
Oscilloscope “Cleverscope” 328A [5] which is 
controlled by PC TOSHIBA.

The software of oscilloscope system allowed 
controlling an excitation of the mirror oscillation, 
to evaluate the measured signal from detector by 
Fast Furrier Transformation (FFT) and the last to 
display frequency spectrum (see Fig. 5, respec-
tively 6.). The frequency spectrum of backscat-
tered laser light from oscillating surface deter-
mines the oscillation frequency of the surface.

Results of measurements
The influence of optical fibers on the spectrum 

of backscattered detection signal was tested using 
optical quality high reflectivity mirror (R = 96% 
for λ = 642nm) and results is shown in Fig. 5. This 
frequency spectrum defines so call instruments 
function which include all parameters of labora-
tory setup as are setup geometry, laser intensity 
fluctuation, fiber end quality, transmission char-
acteristics of optical fibers and data processed. The 

result in Fig. 5 documents a good agreement in 
real and measured frequency of oscillating mirror. 

Figure 3. Full width at half maximum in four

Figure 4. FFT of excited and detected signals

Figure 5. Detected backscatter laser light from Al foil and 
Mirror respectively

Figure 6. Frequency spectra’s of signals shown in Fig. 3

The cilia motion in our laboratory system 
was modeled by crumpled aluminum foil (Al foil) 
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what is in assertion in [2]. The Al foil reflectivity R 
was experimental determined at 15%. 

The results of backscatter laser signal mea-
surements and their frequency spectrum in case 
of 96% reflection mirror and Al foil are shown in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The parameters of measurements 
for bought cases were: the distance of fiber ends 
from oscillating surface was 3cm, oscillating fre-
quency was 15 Hz and gain of detector was 70dB.

In Fig. 7 are shown the results of frequency 
spectrums of detected signals from oscillated Al 
foil at 5Hz, 10Hz, 15Hz and 20Hz. The measured 
frequency is a good agreement with control fre-
quency of oscillation of Al foil.

Figure 7. Frequency spectra of detected signals from oscillated Al 
foil at 5Hz, 10Hz, 15Hz and 20Hz

Figure 8. Good cut of optical fiber on the left side and bad cut of 
optical fiber on the right side

Conclusion
The laboratory system of back scatter laser light 

detection from oscillating surface which models 
the cilia motion, applying optical fibers, was sug-
gested. The parameters of our suggested labora-
tory system allowed to measure the frequency 
(see Eq. 1) of oscillation crumpled surface which 
reflectivity decreases to 15% comparing with total 
reflectivity of optical mirror in range of 0–20Hz. 
The influence of crumpled surface will be in next 
step of investigation as well as locking optimal 
fiber parameters (geometry, NA) and improve-
ment optical quality of optical fiber ends as is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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Abstract Hydrophobic substances (phthalocy-
anines) tend to aggregate in hydrophilic environ-
ment (bloodstream) and as a result they can lose 
their unique properties (photosensitivity). This 
can be overcome by encapsulating the substances 
into a drug delivery carrier, e.g. spheres from a 
biocompatible and biodegradable polymer. In this 
paper polycaprolactone (PCL) spheres were syn-
thetized by electrospraying, a method for prepara-
tion of polymeric micro- and nanospheres by high 
voltage application to a jet of polymer solution. 
The concentration dependence of PCL solution 
was investigated in the range of 1 % PCL solution 
to 10 % PCL solution. The samples were analyzed 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The 7 % 
and 8 % PCL solutions seem to be the best concen-
tration for PCL spheres preparation. 

Introduction
The idea of targeted drug delivery systems 

came into existence in the early 20th century. 
German scientist Paul Ehrlich introduced in his 
work “Magic Bullet” the concept describing thera-
peutics that affect only diseased cells, leaving the 
healthy ones intact. The main concern nowadays 
is increase of the therapeutic index—maximiza-
tion of therapeutic effect together with minimiza-
tion of side effects (Vocetková 2011). 

In addition to that encapsulation of lipophilic 
drugs into drug delivery carriers often solves prob-
lems with their poor water solubility after admin-
istration into blood stream. In aqueous environ-
ment lipophilic substances tend to aggregate and 
they can lose their stability and unique properties 
(Vocetková 2011). 

In this project we aim to encapsulate lipophilic 
bioactive compounds—phthalocyanines. Phthalo-
cyanines belong to second generation porphyrin-
like photosensitizers (Sekkat et al. 2012), which 

can be used in photodynamic therapy of superfi-
cial cancer (e.g. bladder or cervical malignancies) 
(Apolikhin et al. 2007, Trushina et al. 2008). 

Electrohydrodynamic Fabrication Techniques
One of the fields biomedical research is 

focusing on is represented by development of well 
dispersed and reproducible drug delivery vehicles 
with high drug loading capacity. One of the prom-
ising fabrication techniques are electrohydrody-
namic methods—electrospraying and electrospin-
ning. 

In the process of electrospraying and electro-
spinning an electric field is applied to the nozzle 
filled with a polymer solution. The solution forms 
a meniscus at the tip of the nozzle and applied 
electric filed induces a surface charge in the 
meniscus. Because of that charge, on the liquid-air 
interface an electric stress is created (Yurteri et al. 
2010). If the applied electric field is strong enough, 
the electrical forces and by them induced electric 
stress will overcome the surface tension stress in 
the polymer liquid. That will transform the shape 
of the liquid meniscus into a (Taylor) cone and a 
jet of the polymer solution will be ejected from 
the tip of the Taylor cone towards the grounded 
electrode. The outcome—whether fibers (elec-
trospinning) or droplets (electrospraying) are 
being produced—depends on the concentration 
of the polymer solution. Lower concentrations 
cause break down of the polymer jet into droplets; 
higher concentrations generate continuous fibers 
(Chakraborty et al. 2009). 

Figure 1. Formation of Taylor cone and polymer jet with 
increasing voltage at a constant polymer flow rate (Yurteri et al. 

2010).

In Figure 2 there is a basic scheme of an elec-
trospinning/electrospraying setup that comprises 
of syringe filled with polymer solution, high volt-
age source and a detector (grounded electrode). 

It is possible to influence the size and morphol-
ogy of the produced fibers/droplets by altering the 
parameters of the overall setup (e.g. strength of 
the electric field, polymer concentration, flow rate, 
needle diameter etc.) (Chakraborty et al. 2009). 
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Materials and Methods
First used polymer for electrospraying/elec-

trospinning was polycaprolactone (PCL). Sigma 
Aldrich’s PCL of molecular weight 45 000 g/mol 
was used for the experiment. Different PCL con-
centration solutions were prepared by dissolv-
ing PCL in acetic acid (Sigma Aldrich) from 1% 
solution to 9 % solution. The PCL concentration 
dependency was investigated in order to find the 
best PCL concentration that can be used for drop-
let formation in electrospraying. Applied voltage 

was 53 kV. The product was analyzed by SEM 
(scanning electron microscopy).

Figure 2. Basic electrospinning setup (Chakraborty et al. 2009). 

Results

Figure 3. 3% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.

Figure 4. 4% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.

Figure 5. 5% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.
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Figure 6. 6% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.

Figure 7. 7% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.

Figure 8. 8% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.

Figure 9. 9% PCL solution after electrospraying/spinning. Applied voltage 53 kV.
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Conclusions
To conclude this part of the project 1% and 2% 

PCL solutions did not form any droplets during 
electrospraying at all. 3% and 4% solution formed 
rather on-sprayed masses than droplets that could 
encapsulate bioactive compound. With increasing 
PCL concentration more and more pronounced 
droplets were formed, the optimal PCL concen-
tration being the 7% or 8% PCL solution. Higher 
concentrations (9% PCL) formed preferentially 
fibers, the polymer spheres were represented to a 
lesser extent. 

In future the polymer spheres need to be 
loaded with the phthalocyanines and their release 
kinetics need to be measured. In addition to that 
pluronic spheres will be fabricated. We discovered 
18% PCL solution forms very convincing nanofi-
brous textile that can be used as a secondary car-
rier to pluronic micelles containing the phthalo-
cyanines—implication of double protection of 
the loaded drug. Aforementioned needs further 
investigation.
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Abstract Researchers have found they can 
control the size of densely packed DNA structures 
by changing the salt concentration in solutions 
containing DNA. The finding could improve the 
efficiency of gene delivery for medical treatment 
and disease prevention. In this paper the conden-
sation of 10kbp plasmid DNA, induced by addi-
tion of NaCl, KCl and MgCl2 salts in a range of 
concentrations (0–150 mM) using time correlated 
single photon counting fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy (TCSPC-FCS) was studied. The de-
pendence of diffusion time (τD) on Csalt displays 
two regimes, a salt-independent at low Csalt and 
salt-dependent at higher salt concentration. In the 
salt-dependent regime τD decreases sharply with 
increase of Csalt. That means that due to the partial 
neutralization of the DNA charge by Na+, K+ or 
Mg2+ ions a lower dicephalic surfactants (DCPh) 
concentrations are needed to provoke condensa-
tion in the salt-independent regime compared to 
the related case of DNA condensation by the same 
dicephalic surfactant.

Introduction 
DNA in bacteria, viruses, prokaryotes and 

sperm cells are packed in extremely tight pack-
ages. These types of packages are used to store 
long strands of DNA within the cell. This process 
is known as DNA compaction. The structure of the 
DNA can develop into a toroid, a spherical par-
ticle or a rod type of particle. The phenomenon of 
DNA condensation has been studied for decades, 
often as a model of DNA packaging within viruses 
and chromosomes, due to its medical importance 
as a key step in gene therapy

Gene therapy offers the ability to modify DNA, 
it is an extremely powerful tool in medicine. 

Countless numbers of genetically based diseases 
may potentially be cured; the potential is well 
known and highly sought after. Non-Viral gene 
therapy is becoming a much more commonly 
used type of gene therapy. Non-Viral gene deliv-
ery although not as effective as viral gene delivery 
is much safer because of the lack of risk of being 
infected by a viral vector (ORNL, 2011)-(Parker 
A, 2003) To increase the effectiveness of non-viral 
gene delivery a condensing agent can be used, in 
the continuation of this project dicephalic sur-
factant (DCPh) will be used. This project is con-
cerned with the tuneability of the DNA dicephalic 
surfactant condensing agent using NaCl, KCl and 
MgCl2 salts. The aim of this project is to measure 
the level of influence these three salts have on 
DNA compaction. This process is done by ana-
lysing the compacted DNA using time correlated 
single photon counting fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy (TCSPC-FCS).

Materials
The 10 000 bp (Bap) plasmid and fluorescent 

dye PicoGreen® (PG) (Molecular Probes) were 
prepared and used as described elsewhere (Kral et 
al. 2010) We used the labelling ratio 2PG/100 base 
pairs. After staining DNA plasmid was titrated 
with various amounts of NaCl, KCl and MgCl2. 
Experiments were performed in deionized water 
at 25oC

In order to understand the interaction between 
surfactants and DNA Time Resolved Single Pho-
ton Counting Flourescence Correlation Spectros-
copy (TCSPC-FCS) was applied.

Methods

Time Resolved Singe Photon Counting Fluorescence 
Correlation Spectroscopy (TCSPC-FCS):

Because DNA compaction is considered as a 
continuous process, the main method that is used 
within this study is TCSPC-FCS (Fig.1). Basically, 
TCSPC-FCS is a combination of FCS and Time-
Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC), 
which is the most suitable method for measuring 
the fluorescence decay behaviour of single mol-
ecules. TCSPC requires a pulsed excitation laser 
and single photon-sensitive detectors.

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)

The principle of FCS is that the continuous dif-
fusion of fluorescently labeled molecules through 
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the confocal volume element (measuring volume 
in the order of 1 fl) causes fluctuations in the 
fluorescence intensity (Ehrenberg & Rigler 1974, 
Ehrenberg & Rigler 1976, Madge et al. 1974). This 
fluctuation is analyzed using an autocorrelation 
function. The formed autocorrelation function 
has two specific characteristics. It contains; 1) 
indirect information about the size of the mole-
cules studied and 2) information on the concen-
tration of fluorescent molecules present in the 
confocal volume element. Fluctuation in flores-
cence intensity is related to the time the molecules 

spend in the confocal volume element (τD), which 
is also related to the diffusion coefficient (D) of 
the observed molecule. Only the photons emitted 
by the molecules present in the confocal volume 
element are detected and registered. The fluctua-
tion of fluorescence intensity is also related to the 
absolute number of fluorescent particles present 
(particle number, PN) in the confocal volume ele-
ment, and thus it is possible to follow changes in 
very small biological fluid systems (Schwille et al. 
1997a).

Figure.1. Schematic representation of the principle of time correlated single photon counting method (TCSPC-FCS)

Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)

The method is based on the repetitive precisely 
timed registration of single photons of e.g. a fluo-
rescence signal. The technique requires an excita-
tion source with high repetition rate pulsed out-
put. As the process of capturing a single photon is 
repeated several thousand or even a million times 
per second, a sufficiently high number of single 
photons is processed for the resulting fluorescence 
lifetime measurement. The fluorescence lifetime 

of PicoGreen is affected by the concentration of 
solutes in a medium, in inverse correlation with 
local viscosity (Dragan et al, 2010). Moreover flu-
orescence lifetime changes can be interpreted as a 
mark of DNA tight compaction. (Humpolickova 
et. al, 2008).

FCS

Fluorescent molecules diffuse through the 1fl 
confocal volume element, emitting simultane-
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ously photons, which are detected by ADP (red 
line). ADP collects then the photons, and the 
fluorescence intensity fluctuations are formed by 
software correlator. Software processes the param-
eters by an algorithm in the form of an autocorre-
lation function. The diffusion time of the fluores-
cent molecule is found from the half decay of the 
amplitude of the G(t).

TCSPC

Since with periodic excitation (e.g. from a 
laser) it is possible to extend the data collection 
over multiple cycles, one can reconstruct the sin-
gle cycle decay profile from single photon events 
collected over many cycles. The histogram data 
can then be used for display and fluorescence life-
time calculation.

Diffusion time of DNA upon increasing 
concentration of KCl, NaCl and MgCl2 salts 
decreases significantly (Figure 2). We observe an 
almost 9-fold decrease of the diffusion time (from 
~55ms to 5–7ms) which approaches saturation at 
the CNaCl.KCl  =  100mM and CMgCl2= 1mM, 
respectively.

There was no significant change of the life-
time observed for all salts tested. Lifetime values 
remain constant of ~4.4ns within limits of experi-
mental error (Figure 3).

Figure 4 presents dependence of the parti-
cle number upon increasing salt concentration. 
There were no significant fluctuations of the PN 
observed for the monovalent salts, NaCl and KCl. 

Interestingly, a very different behavior is 
observed for MgCl2 divalent salt. There were 
three regions distinguished where PN depen-
dence upon increasing salt concentration shows 
separate changes during experiment. The PN does 
not change significantly up to CMgCl2  =  7µM, 
then sharply increases to a maximum at 
CMgCl2 = 70µM, then drops more gradually to a 
constant level.

Base on the obtained results it can be concluded 
that interaction of NaCl, KCl and MgCl2 salts 
does influence conformation of DNA molecule. 
At very low salt the DNA chain is open but flexible 
because of strong repulsive interactions whereas at 
higher salt concentration we find the DNA to be 
tightly wound but fairly rigid. The process of DNA 
compaction is controlled by the mono- and diva-
lent ions in a rather complex manner (Iwaki et al., 
2007) nevertheless by changing the concentration 

there is a possibility to control the size of densely 
packed DNA.

Results 

Figure 2. Dependence of the diffusion time of the PG/DNA 
complex upon titration with KCl, NaCl and MgCl2. PG, PicoGreen 

(PG/DNAbase pair = 0.02).

Figure 3. Dependence of the fluorescence lifetime of PG upon 
titration of the PG/DNA complex with KCl, NaCl and MgCl2. PG, 

PicoGreen (PG/DNAbase pair = 0.02).

Figure 4. Dependence of the particle number of the PG/DNA 
complex upon titration with KCl, NaCl and MgCl2. PG, PicoGreen 

(PG/DNAbase pair = 0.02).Results concerned in this part of the 
entire project are presented on Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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Abstract The objective of our project (diploma 
thesis) is to attempt to design a special box intend-
ed for the electrospinning of nanofibers. Inside the 
box, we intend to ensure automated regulation of 
temperature as well as air humidity during spe-
cific experiments with nanofibers. The important 
matters also include ensuring work safety when 
operating the box. The problem of safety namely 
involves high voltage, as well as the production of 
a toxic gas (ozone) during electrospinning. Work 
safety during operation of the high voltage genera-
tor will be resolved by a low voltage safety circuit 
with integrated microswitches and electromag-
netic relays. The material used for the construc-
tion of the box will be dielectric for the most part. 
Prevention of ozone production in higher concen-
trations will be ensured by an appropriate layout 
of the air conditioning system. After successfully 
completing the construction of the box, we would 
like to carry out a check whether it meets the con-
ditions for electrostatic spinning of nanofibers 
(nanobelts).

Introduction
Nanotechnology is an area of technology which 

has brought great contributions to science thanks 
to the unique characteristics of materials which 
are produced with this technology. Technology 
focused on nanostructure research currently has a 
wide range of applications in various technologi-
cal fields, as well as in medicine (tissue engineer-
ing). One of the most common techniques for the 
production of nanofibers is the method of electro-
static spinning of a prepared solution (polymer). 
The actual process of nanofiber spinning is affected 
by the chemical composition of the polymer, its 
viscosity, surface tension, concentration, molecu-
lar mass and other physical quantities [1]. The for-
mation process of nanofibers is also affected by the 
voltage and air humidity and temperature during 

electrospinning. Monitoring and regulating the 
last three mentioned parameters is important for 
the spinning process and its reproducibility.

Principle of electrospinning
One of the main components in the electros-

pinning process is a high voltage generator (typi-
cally tens of kV) together with two electrodes, an 
anode and a cathode. The anode is connected to a 
special Taylor cone, which is a part of the nozzle of 
the syringe. The cathode is connected to a collec-
tor (an aluminium disc)[2]. After the high voltage 
generator has been turned on, a great potential dif-
ference is formed between the anode and cathode, 
which helps in the production of nanofibers. The 
other components also include a selected polymer 
solution and solvent, a syringe pump and a special 
protective box in which the whole process is car-
ried out.

Box design
The design of the box is the main objective of 

this thesis. We are constructing a special box which 
will make it possible to regulate the parameters 
of temperature and humidity inside the box and 
which will give it an ability to maintain a required 
microclimate for a certain time during the process. 
Due to the high voltage that is present inside the 
box, it is mandatory to select construction materi-
als with sufficient dielectric strength. The majority 
of components will be made of dielectric mate-
rial (PVC) with a thickness of roughly 1 cm. The 
thickness will be sufficient even for a voltage of 
100 kV. The dimensions of the box will be roughly 
60 x 60 x 120 (cm). The bottom section (floor) of 
the box will consist of a PVC panel with a thick-
ness of 10 cm. For wall construction, we plan on 
using PVC window frames which will be custom-
ized to fit. Glass will be replaced by transparent 
PVC sheets in the required thickness. Utilizing 
PVC window frames will make it much easier to 
maintain a microclimate inside this box. Design-
ing the box also has other aspects which we will 
successively address.

Low voltage electrical safety circuit
This part deals with the design of a basic low 

voltage electrical safety circuit which will make it 
possible to turn off the high voltage source in the 
event that the door of the box should be opened 
unexpectedly during the process. It consists of a 
number of components: a 12V source, two electro-
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magnetic relay switches for 12/8A with a DIN rail 
attachment, a few microswitches connected into 
series, two LED displays (with red diodes signal-
izing high voltage with the door closed and green 
diodes signalizing open doors), wires, sockets, 
banana jacks, resistors, etc. Each LED display is 
equipped with a potentiometer for regulating dis-
play brightness. This basic safety circuit is already 
built into the PVC chamber, which is therefore 
compact and easily transportable.

 Figure 1. Main principle of electrospinning [3]

Polymer Mm
(g/mol) Solvent Concentration 

of solvent (%)
Voltage

(kV)
Distance

from electrods
(cm)

Flow rate
(ml/min)

Diameter of 
needle
(mm)

 Fiber o.d.
(μm)/

pore o.d. (nm)

PS 190000 CS2 30 20 12 0.1 0.35 4–25/ 
100–750

THF 18–35 10 35 0.07 0.51 5–15/ 
50–150

Acetone/
Cyklohexane 30 10 35 0.07 0.51 15–30/

300–1000

Toluene 30 14 15 0.07 0.16 5/ 
no pores

DMF 30 10 35 0.07 0.51 10/ 
no pores

THF/DMF 30 10 35 0.07 0.51 10/50

PEO 300000 H2O 10 7 15 0.0025 0.51 0.2–08/no 
pores

CHCl3 10 8 25 0.19 0.51 10/no pores

Acetone 10 8 20 0.24 0.51 0.8–14/no 
pores

PC 60000 CHCl3 20 10 35 0.09 0.51 10–12/100–250

THF 20 10 35 0.07 0.35 20/micro
pores

PMMA 540000 THF 10 10 35 0.07 0.51 10–35/micro 
pores

Acetone 10 10 35 0.07 0.51 7.5/250

CHCl3 10 10 35 0.09 0.51 0.75–13/
75–250

Table 1. Basic physical parameters of electrospinning [4]

Figure 2. Electrospinning box for tissue engineering [5] Figure 3. Functions of the basic safety circuit. Fingers are 
touching two microswitches (simulating closed doors of the box). 
The red LED panel is illuminated to signalize high voltage inside 

the box. The green LED panel is not illuminated. In the very back, 
a 12V lightbulb is illuminated to simulate the high voltage source in 
operation. The orange beacon serves only to represent closed doors. 
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Figure 4. Small PVC box for basic electric circuitry 

Automatic regulation of temperature and 
humidity inside the box

For the purposes of regulating air temperature 
and humidity, a regulator is needed with relays 
connected to outputs signaling certain electrical 
apparatuses for the regulation of a specific param-
eter. The function of the regulator is based on the 
principle of a difference between two temperatures 
(lower and higher) or the difference between two 
values of air humidity (lower and higher). We pro-
pose that actual air temperature regulation could 
be solved by using Peltier couples, a radiator, heat-
conductive paste, a fan and other components 
(cold temperature regulation). High temperature 
regulation will be carried out by a silicone heat-
ing mat. As for air humidity regulation, we will 
try to design a solution that will take into account 
the high voltage conditions inside the box. There 
are certainly a number of solutions and regulation 
techniques that could work to various degrees. 
We are trying to find an easy solution that will be 
functional and, most importantly, safe and easy to 
operate. All controls together with the safety cir-
cuit will be located under the box.

Air ducting
During the electrospinning process, toxic gases 

are formed inside the box, namely gases from sol-
vents, and ozone. Ozone is known to be poisonous 
and, in higher concentrations, may even destroy 
and react dangerously with various materials. 
Therefore, it is important to maintain the proper 
function of air ducting and to hermetically seal 
the box. PVC is resistant to ozone and higher con-
centrations of this gas do not form inside the box; 
material damages due to ozone should therefore 
not take place. It is very advisable to fit a special 
sensor in the box that could measure ozone con-
centration inside or outside of the box. Ideally, we 
propose that both types of sensors be used. We 
also plan on fitting the box with special filters that 
will filter air introduced into the box. This would 
serve to possibly filter out the majority of dust par-

ticles contained in the air. We also propose to fit an 
air flow sensor for detecting and roughly control-
ling air speed and coordinating it with the ventila-
tion (suction) of air.

Figure 5. Air humidity and temperature regulator 

Conclusions
The main objective of the thesis will be to design 

and build a detection and control system for air 
quality parameters, and to test its function in the 
fiber spinning process. We also plan on establish-
ing the best possible air quality parameters for 
nanofiber production, which could lead to fibers 
with unique characteristics for tissue engineer-
ing, i.e. strength, bending and impact resistance, 
biocompatibility, etc. We believe that if we suc-
ceed in putting together this project, it will greatly 
help the workers and scientists of the 2nd Faculty 
of Medicine of Charles University in Prague spe-
cializing in this field in their future experimental 
research in nanofiber tissue engineering.
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Abstract Biomedical monitoring using fluo-
rescent nanodiamonds (fND) as cellular marker 
require specific fND size, depending on the par-
ticular application. Fluorescence in fNDs depends 
not only on the number and type of the colour cen-
tres, but for very small ND it is related to the fND 
size effects. In this work we concentrate on such 
size dependence of photoluminescence (PL) prop-
erties of fNDs (Petráková 2012). Particles used are 
fNDs of size range of 8–120 nm, prepared from Ib 
synthetic diamond. The size fraction of 8–50 nm 
fNDs was separated by centrifugation and used 
for single particles measurements by drop casting. 
Size distribution was confirmed by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and dynamic light scattering 
(DLS). AFM/Raman system was used to study sin-
gle particles. We model mathematically the NV-/
NV0 luminescence and discuss luminescence sta-
bility of single particles as a function of their size.

Introduction
Because of its remarkable physical properties, 

nanodiamonds (ND) are a very interesting mate-
rial for biomedical application. This allotrope of 
carbon is rigid and has low chemical reactivity. 
Also, NDs can be easily modified on the surface 
by attaching functional groups by both oxidation 
and reduction processes. Other advantage is that 

NDs can be synthetized physically and also chem-
ically. However its unique property is strong and 
stable photoluminescence (PL) that can be caused 
by point defects in diamond lattice. This and high 
biocompatibility makes NDs particles with a size 
range from 5–100 nm perfect candidate for cell-
marker applications (Vaijayanthimala 2009).

Point defects

There are more than 100 types of optically 
active centers caused by point defects. The major-
ity of them are related to nitrogen, which is a most 
common impurity in diamond. For biomedical 
purposes the most attractive point defect is nitro-
gen-vacancy (NV) center. It consists of nitrogen 
atom next to a vacancy in diamond lattice (Figure 
1) and it is engineered artificially by high energy 
irradiation of high quality NDs that contain nitro-
gen as a single substituent. NV centers exist in two 
charge states with different optical and magnetic 
properties. Neutral NV0 center emits in orange 
spectrum with zero phonon line (ZPL) at 575 nm. 
Negative NV- center emits bright red with ZPL 
at 637 nm. Both are followed by broad side band 
luminescence. Biggest advantages of NV centers 
are strong and stable photoluminescence, no pho-
tobleaching or photoblinking and their emission 
spectra that differ from bioluminescence spectra, 
so they can be easily distinguished (Schrand 2009, 
Ho 2010). Thanks to this, fluorescent nanodia-
monds (fND) can serve as a novel optical marker 
for biomedical applications such as bioimaging, 
biomolecular drug delivery or biomolecular tar-
geting (Petráková 2011).

Figure 1. The schematic structure of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) 
center and its energetic levels.
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Biomedical application

Different applications require different 
fNDs qualities. For markers it is important to have 
as strong luminescence as possible and preferably 
small particle size. Fluorescent intensity is affected 
by the number of NV centers (the more the bet-
ter) and sp2/sp3 (graphite/diamond) carbon ratio 
(sp2 causes decrease of luminescence). It can be 
also enhanced by surface modification, and it have 
been found out that for very small NDs fluores-
cence is related to the fND size effects (Gaebel 
2011). Therefore we have studied these phenom-
ena to optimize the preparation method of fNDs 
for biomedical applications.

Optimization of fNDs

Nanodiamond preparation

Ib diamond (nitrogen defects are dominant and 
mainly in the form of single substitutional center) 
created by high-pressure, high-temperature syn-
thesis method was used for the measurements. 
The NDs have the nitrogen concentration between 
100 and 200 ppm, size range of 8–120 nm and they 
don’t contain any non-diamond carbon structure 
such as diamond like carbon (DLC), graphite or 
amorphous carbon. To create luminescent NV 
centers, these particles were first irradiated by 
proton beam with energy of 5.4 MeV. That created 
vacancy defects also known as GR centers along 
with some unwanted defects (Osswald 2006). Fur-
ther, NDs were thermally annealed. High tempera-
ture causes migration of GR1 centers and creation 
of NV centers by nitrogen-vacancy connection 
(figure 2). The effect of temperature and time of 
annealing was studied to find the optimal condi-
tions for creating strongest photoluminescence. 
To detect NV- and NV0 luminescence intensity 
and sp2/sp3 carbon ratio, Raman spectroscopy 
was used.

Figure 2. Fabrication of NV centers; Proton irradiation and 
annealing.

Surface modification

To obtain even stronger luminescence, NDs 
were further treated. Various methods of oxida-

tion were studied; Chemical by KNO3 treatment 
for different times, oxygen plasma oxidation (at 
600 ˚C for 5 minutes) and air oxidation (at 450 ˚C 
for 5 hours). All has shown higher luminescence 
intensity then the original sample. See figure 3 for 
results.

Figure 3. Change in luminescence intensity for different 
oxidation processes (excitation 514 nm).

Quenching of luminescence occurred, when 
the ND particles were exposed to highly dense 
hydrogen plasma in plasma enhanced chemi-
cal vapour deposition (PECVD) reactor. After 40 
minutes in 450 ˚C plasma the quenching of NV- 
luminescence is obvious (figure 4). This could be 
very useful for biomedical application, because 
now we can distinguish two differently treated ND 
particles.

Figure 4. Quenching of NV- luminescence by H-termination. 
Confocal image of single ND particles upon various treatment and 

514 nm excited Raman spectra.
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Size dependency

Photoluminescence size dependence was study 
on single particles of size 8–50 nm separated by 
centrifugation. NDs were deposited on Si sub-
strate by drop casting and spin coating methods 
and were studied by AFM and Raman spectros-
copy. To determine the concentration of NDs par-
ticles in colloidal water solution for which particles 
don’t agglomerate, several AFM measurements 
were done. The best result was for concentration 
c = 0.08 mg/ml (figure 5). The luminescence map-
ping was done using Raman spectroscopy. Further, 
the particles will be oxidised on air repeatedly to 
reduce their size. After each step luminescence 
will be measured to obtain model of luminescence 
size dependence.

Figure 5. Single particles as confirmed by AFM measurement. 
Scan size 5 x 5 μm.

Conclusions and further work
The optimal annealing conditions were found 

for preparing luminescent NDs. Surface modifica-
tion effects were studied. It has been shown, how 
different oxidation processes enhance lumines-
cence intensity and how NV- luminescence can be 
quenched by H-termination. Further, single par-
ticles are studied to obtain luminescence intensity 
size dependence, and these fNDs will be used as 
biomolecular markers.
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Abstract A Soft X-RAY PIN diode was used to 
measure on-axis radiation emission from capillary 
discharge Z-pinching nitrogen plasma. The spec-
tral region of "water-window" was selected by use 
of a 0.8 mm thick Titanium filter. According to the 
measurement, the source maximal energy  in "wa-
ter-window" region is 4.5e14 photons/sr/shot and 
the maximal brightness is 1.2e22 ph/sr/s/mm2.

Introduction
Radiation with wavelengths of units to tens 

of nano-meters is called eXtreme Ultra Violet 
(XUV). This is ten to several hundred time smaller 
wavelength in comparison with visible light. It 
means, the possibility to see ten to several hun-
dred time smaller details using XUV microscopes, 
or to write smaller patterns by using XUV litho-
graphs. Special region of XUV radiation, suitable 
for biological application, lies between 2.3 and 
4.3 nm. In this, so called “water-window” region, 
water has relatively small absorption in compar-
ison with carbon (see Figure 1). This C to H2O 
contrast enables observing of nano-scale biologi-
cal samples in their nature environment. 

Figure 1 Transmission of a 1 μm thick layer of Carbon and 
Water in the water-window spectral region

XUV radiation is generated using huge syn-
chrotron facilities or free electron laser facilities, 
but can be generated also in small laboratories by 
creating hot, dense plasma by current discharge of 

by focusing intense laser beam to a target. At CTU, 
there was designed a table-top capillary discharge 
driver for generating plasma as radiation source 
in water-window region. For optimization of dis-
charge initial conditions, measurements of time–
course of emitting radiation were performed. 

XUV Radiation Source
The plasma is generated by a high-current dis-

charge through a ceramic tube. Rapid increase in 
the plasma temperature and density is achieved by 
adiabatic compression of the plasma column by a 
Z-pinch effect. In Figure 2 there is a sectional view 
of the driver. A ceramic capacitor bank is pulsed 
charged up to 80kV and subsequently discharged 
via a self-breakdown spark-gap through a 3.2 mm 
dia 11 cm long Al2O3 capillary. The discharge cur-
rent has shape of damped sinus with a half-period 
of 160 ns and maximal amplitude of 25 kA. The 
charging voltage is measured by a Tektronix HV 
probe and the discharge current by a Rogowski 
coil with LR self-integration (Nevrkla, 2008, pp. 
51–59). Radiation is emitter through a hollow-
electrode at the grounded site of the capillary. The 
capillary is filled with gas, and the 20–30 A, 3us 
current pre-pulse ensures a stable Z-pinching dis-
charge by preparing an uniform weakly ionized 
plasma channel. A 1 mm diameter pinhole dis-
tanced 3 mm from the capillary end separates the 
capillary filling pressure form vacuum, which is 
necessary for low-absorption propagation of XUV 
radiation. The diagnostic equipment is placed in 
the vacuum chamber.

Figure 2 Sectional view of the Capillary discharge XUV 
radiation source

Experiment methods
The radiation is measured by an XUV PIN 

diode AXUV20HE1. This diode is an absolute 
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device with a flat response of 0.27 A/W in the 
water-window region, and thus enables to mea-
sure the radiation intensity and the energy per 
pulse directly. Experimental setup is in Figure 3. 
The 0.8 μm thick titanium filter was used to filter 
out radiation outside the water-window region. 
The titanium filter transmits radiation between 
2.74 nm and approx. 5 nm. According to (Vrba et 
al. 2011) and (Kolář et al. 2011), the majority of 
source’s emitted radiation energy in water-win-
dow regions is concentrated in the bound-bound 
transition 1-2 He-like Nitrogen at 2.88 nm. At this 
wavelength, the titanium filter transmits 26% of 
incoming radiation. The PIN diode signal and the 
capillary current were recorded in an oscilloscope. 
The Nitrogen capillary pressure was measured by 
a Pfeifer gauge PKR-251 with absolute precision 
of 30%.

Figure 3 The PIN diode XUV radiation measurement 
experiment setup

Results
In Figure 4 are shown samples of captured cap-

illary current and the XUV diode signal for pres-
sure 60 Pa and 120 Pa. High abundances of He-
like nitrogen ions in capillary plasma appear in 
plasma with electron temperature in range 20–60 
eV. For a lower nitrogen pressure (see Figure 4a), 
the capillary current can deliver sufficient power 
density to the plasma channel to keep the plasma 
hot enough after the Z-pinch decay, in compari-
son with a higher nitrogen pressure (Figure 4b), 
where the plasma has a sufficient high tempera-
ture mostly in the phase of maximal plasma col-
umn Z-pinch compression. Question is what are 
optimal initial conditions to obtain the highest 
possible radiation energy for one shot, and what 
condition for the highest possible intensity?

The radiation energy per shot is obtained by 
time-integrating of the radiation intensity. From 
Figure 5, can be seen exponentially growing 
dependence of the output radiation energy with 
respect to the capillary current amplitude. The 
maximal measured intensity was 32 mJ/Sr for the 
23,8 kA current amplitude and the initial pressure 
of 40 Pa. If we consider, that all the radiation is 

emitted in the 2.88 nm line, it gives 4.63 × 1014 
photons/Sr. For another increase of maximal cur-
rent, we can expect other increase in the radiation 
energy. In the time of measurement, the device 
maximal current was limited by unwonted break-
downs to 24 kA (22 kA in stable regime).

a

b

Figure 4 Measured capillary current and output water-window 
radiation intensity for Nitrogen pressures 60 PA (a) and 140 Pa (b)

Figure 5 Measured energy of water-window radiation for 
several nitrogen filling pressures with respect to the capillary current 

amplitude.

In the last measurement, the capillary current 
was kept on the highest possible stable current of 
22 kA. By variation of an initial pressure, the XUV 
radiation peak intensity and energy were opti-
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mized. In Figure 6a is shown the peak intensity 
with respect to initial gas pressure. The highest 
measured peak intensity was between 0.7 and 0.8 
MW/Sr at nitrogen pressure range 120–200 Pa. At 
this pressure range, almost all energy was radiated 
in 10 ns FWHM peak in the time of Z-pinch (see 
Figure 4b).

a

b

Figure 6 The maximal XUV radiation intensity (a) and the 
XUV radiation energy per pulse with respect to the initial gas 

pressure at the fixed discharge current amplitude of 22 kA

For the constant maximal current of 22 kA, 
the almost linear decrease in the radiation energy 
per pulse with respect to the increasing nitrogen 
pressure was observed (Figure 6b). The maximal 
energy 23.5 mJ/Sr was reached at the pressure of 
60 Pa.

Conclusions
Optimization of the capillary discharge initial 

conditions by means of reaching of the maximal 
radiation energy and the maximal radiation inten-
sity in the water-window region was done. The 
radiation energy grows exponentially with increas-
ing current pulse amplitude and is limited by the 
discharge driver capabilities. In stable regime of 22 
kA current pulse amplitude the maximal output 
energy of 23.5 mJ/Sr was reached with an initial 
nitrogen pressure of 60 Pa. The maximal intensity 
was 0.7–0.8 MW/Sr for pressures in the range of 
120–200 Pa. For another increasing of the XUV 
output radiation energy and intensity it is neces-
sary to increase the capillary discharge current.  
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Abstract We have studied water window radi-
ation source, which is based on pinching capillary 
discharge in nitrogen. The experimental device 
was developed on the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences 
in the Department of Quantum Electronics. The 
experiments were done with the alumina capillary, 
filled by various nitrogen pressures (in the range 
from 40 Pa to 300 Pa). Using Radiative Magneto 
Hydrodynamic code Z* the spatial and time evo-
lution of pinching plasma quantities and water 
window emission were obtained. The intensities of 
spectral lines at 2.88 nm were measured and com-
pared with the calculated data.

Introduction
Radiation in the spectral region of 2.3–4.4 nm 

(water window region) is highly absorbed in car-
bon, and weakly absorbed in water (Fig. 1). It pro-
vides contrast between proteins, containing car-
bon, and water as protein´s native environment 
in wavelengths suitable for observing samples 
in nanometre scale. Discharge through capillary 
filled with nitrogen seems to be good way to gen-
erate water window radiation generation, because 
of high probability of N VI 1s2–1s2p transition at 
2.88 nm [1].

Figure 1. Attenuation length in water window region [2].

Description of the experimental equipment
Plasma is generated by a current discharge 

through a 10 cm long, 3.2 mm dia. ceramic capil-
lary filled with gas. A ceramic capacitor bank with 

a maximum capacity of 21 nF is pulse charged by 
a 2-stage March-Fitch generator and to 50–80 kV, 
and switched by self-breakdown spark-gap. The 
discharge voltage is regulated by nitrogen pres-
sure in the spark-gap and by March-Fitch genera-
tor charging voltage. Before the main discharge a 
20–35 kA, 3 µs long current pulse pre-ionizes the 
gas in the capillary and prepares a uniform con-
ducting channel. The capillary is filled with gas 
through a hollow in the electrode on its grounded 
side. Radiation is also emitted through this hole. 3 
mm from the capillary exit there is an aperture 1 
mm in diameter, separating the discharge gas with 
working pressure 40–300 Pa from the vacuum 
having 3 orders lower pressure. The charging volt-
age is measured by a HV Tektronix probe. The dis-
charge current is measured using a Rogowski coil. 
Gas pressure is measured using Pirani/cold cath-
ode transmitter with absolute precision ±30  %. 
The system is enclosed in duralumin housing in 
order to reduce electromagnetic noise. Biode-
gradable oil is used to isolate the circuit and avoid 
unwanted breakdowns [1].

Ion λ (nm) Aki (s-1) Transition

N VI 2.88 1.81∙1012 1s2–1s2p

N VI 2.49 5.16∙1011 1s2–1s3p

N VII 2.48 1.50∙1012 1s–2p

N VI 2.38 2.15∙1011 1s2–1s4p

Table 1. Wavelength of selected helium-like nitrogen ions [3].

RMHD code Z*

MHD section—determination of plasma quantities

Spatial and time evolution of pinching plasma 
quantities as well as the water window emission 
were modeled by means of RMHD Z*engine code 
[4]. This code provides the determination of the 
main plasma values (plasma density, ion and elec-
tron temperature, internal magnetic and elec-
tric fields, etc.) in experimental apparatuses with 
cylindrical symmetry, taking into account the 
boundary conditions on the wall of the device.

Grid describing the experiment

Input data of the code include a detailed 
description of the discharge system geometry by 
a special grid (Fig. 3) created in program ZAG-
CII and saved in the input file. Besides, input data 
related to the gas pressure, material of walls, and 
specification of the outer circuit are given in the 
main part of the program.
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Radiation section—determination of radiation in 
the energy groups

Z* code also describes the determination of 
the output radiation emitted in the pre-established 
energy groups. Energy group 17 (0.4295–0.431 
keV) corresponds to radiation at wavelengths 
from 2.876 to 2.886 nm. It provides an overall 
view of the spectrum emitted by the plasma, but 
not according to the instantaneous spectrum of 
the spectra lines.

Figure 2. A cross section of the discharge apparatus [1].

Figure 3. A part of the grid (1—blue, electrode (cathode), 2—a 
hollow, 3—yellow, the inner part of capillary, 4—lighter blue, the 

wall of capillary (dielectric)).

Results

According to measured current

The experimental equipment previously 
described in detail (see description of the experi-
mental equipment) provides the current measured 
in a wide range of molecular pressure (40 Pa < pm 
< 300 Pa), which forms the energy input force in 
the program. Determination of filling gas density 
was done by converting according to the relations 
(1).

(1)

where pm is the molecular pressure, V is volume, 
k is Boltzmann constant, N is the number of par-
ticles, T is thermodynamic temperature (simi-
lar to temperature at room), m is weight, n is the 
amount of substance, M is molecular weight and 
NA is Avogadro constant.

According to parameters of the circuit

Figure 4. The comparison among measured current during 
experiment (left side) and simulated current by Z* code (right side).

The measured discharge current is similar to the 
current shape evaluated by Z* (Fig. 4).

The uniform columns of plasma densities and 
electron temperatures are shown in Fig.5, 6. The 
highest emission in energy group 17 is by the ini-
tial nitrogen pressure 120 Pa and time 62 ns (Fig. 
7). The Z* code enable us to introduce the electric 
current by means of data file (in our case the data 
were taken of experimental measurement) or by 
the input parameters of RLC circuit. The differ-
ence of the intensity in group 17 is seen in Fig. 7 
right side. The radiation in the group 17 for the 
case with given circuit data is more precise than 
the data introduce from experiment.
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Figure 5. Plasma density for initial nitrogen pressure 120 Pa at various times.
 

Figure 6. Instantaneous spatial distributions of electron temperature for initial nitrogen pressure 120 Pa at various times.

Figure 7. Time dependences of power emitted in the energy group 17 for various initial nitrogen pressures (left side). Emission calculated 
by measured current during the experiment and by current calculated in Z* code (right side).
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Conclusion

The capillary pinching discharge in nitrogen 
has been proved as an efficient water window 
radiation source. The best results for cell imaging 
are achieved by the initial nitrogen pressure 120 
Pa, as during this pressure the emitted power is 
the highest.
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Abstract The early stage of Alzheimer’s disease 
is linked to misfolded Aβ peptides. Aβ is known 
to specifically bind to phospholipid membranes. 
We employed time-resolved and steady-state flu-
orescence spectroscopy to study the interactions 
between Aβ and model membranes. The spectro-
scopic data is used to assess packing of the mem-
brane and solvent penetration into the membrane. 
The results will help clarify the interaction of Aβ 
peptides and biological membranes and may lead 
to better understanding of processes during the 
onset of Alzheimer’s disease.

Introduction
Amyloidosis is a group of diseases such as Par-

kinson’s, Huntington’s, and Alzheimer’s, which are 
linked to the structural misfolding and aggrega-
tion of particular peptides. It is still an unanswered 
question what conditions lead to the self-assembly.

In our study we focus on β-amyloid (Aβ) pep-
tide which is connected to Alzheimer’s disease. 
Aβ peptide is formed by cleavage of a trans-
membrane protein, the amyloid precursor protein 
(APP). Monomeric Aβ assemble consecutively 
into oligomers, fibrils and amyloid plaques—cyto-
toxic complexes which deposit in brain tissue and 
cause neuron death. It has been suggested that Aβ 
has toxic effects earlier on during the aggregation 
(Irvine et al., 2008). 

Interaction of the peptide with the neuronal 
membrane surface has been implicated as a pos-
sible source of Aβ-induced cytotoxicity (Williams 
and Serpell, 2011). In our study we investigate how 
Aβ monomers interact with model membranes. 

The interaction of Aβ peptides with membranes 
can be studied via fluorescence spectroscopy. The 
fluorescent behaviour of a fluorophore is strongly 
influenced by properties of its immediate environ-
ment such as temperature, polarity, viscosity, pH, 
concentration of quenchers, etc. Measurement of 
photophysical properties of a fluorescent probe 

located at a specific site in a membrane allows 
monitoring the state of the membrane.

In our experiments, we used large unilamellar 
vesicles (LUVs) to model cellular and mitochon-
drial membranes. The interaction of Aβ monomers 
with LUVs is monitored using an environment-
sensitive fluorescent dye Laurdan. The objective 
of our study was to detect changes in the probe’s 
immediate environment by monitoring changes 
in its steady state spectra and fluorescence decay 
kinetics induced by addition of Aβ monomers.

Experimental methods

Generalized polarization

Laurdan (6-lauroyl, 1-2-dimethylamino-naph-
thalene) is a fluorescent dye designed to study 
dipolar relaxation. When Laurdan is incorporated 
in a membrane, it exhibits a red shift of fluores-
cence steady state spectrum in a liquid-crystalline 
phase as compared to the gel phase.

N

O

Figure 1. Chemical structure of Laurdan.

Generalized polarization (GP) is a method for 
measuring spectral shifts widely used to study 
protein dynamics and protein-lipid interactions. 
GP can be used to monitor the phase of the mem-
brane and distinguish between the gel phase and 
liquid-crystalline phase. GP spectra are calculated 
from steady-state excitation or emission spectra, 
respectively, according to

(1) 

For the excitation GP of Laurdan, Ig and Ilc are 
the fluorescence intensities at the maximum emis-
sion in phospholipids in the gel and liquid-crys-
talline phase, respectively. For the emission GP, Ig 
and Ilc are the fluorescence intensities at the maxi-
mum excitation in the gel and liquid-crystalline 
phase, respectively. Specifically for Laurdan exci-
tation GP spectra, the emission wavelength is set 
to 440 nm to get excitation intensities Ig and 490 
nm to get excitation intensities Ilc. To calculate 
the emission GP spectra, excitation is at 410 nm 
and 340 nm to get Ig and Ilc emission intensities, 
respectively (Parasassi and Gratton, 1995).
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We used fluorescence spectrometer Fluoro-
Log 3-11 (Horiba Jobin Yvon) for the steady-state 
measurements.

Time resolved emission spectra

Time resolved emission spectra (TRES) are 
used for assessing solvent relaxation, providing 
additional information to the steady-state infor-
mation given by GP. TRES were measured indi-
rectly using time-correlated single photon count-
ing (Lakowicz, 2006). Fluorescence was excited 
by short pulses and the output were fluorescence 
decay curves at wavelengths 410–490 nm with a 
step of 10 nm. These curves were fitted and using 
information from the steady-state emission spec-
trum (intensities at the measured wavelengths) 
we reconstructed the decays into TRES, emission 
spectra dependent on time after excitation. TRES 
reconstruction, where are fluorescence lifetime 
decays and are steady-state emission intensities:

(2)

We used the TRES maxima to compute the 
time-dependent Stokes shift,

(3)

where are the wavenumbers of the maxima of 
the TRES and is the wavenumber of the maximum 
in the fully relaxed state.

 The time-dependent Stokes shift gives us 
information about the micropolarity of Laurdan’s 
immediate environment.

TRES were measured on TCSPC device 5000 
U SPC Lifetime System (IBH). The fitting and cal-
culations were done using DAS6 (Horiba Jobin 
Yvon), Matlab (MathWorks) and Origin (Origin-
Lab Corporation) softwares.

Sample preparation
We prepared two types of large unilamel-

lar vesicles to model plasma and mitochondrial 
membranes, respectively. The compositions of the 
membranes are shown in Table 1. Laurdan:lipid 
molar ratio was 1:200.

The lipid mixture was prepared from stock 
solutions of the lipids in CHCl3. We vortexed the 
mixture vigorously and then dried out the chlo-
roform under mild N2 flow. After that, the com-
pounds were left under vacuum for 1 hour to thor-

oughly dry out. Then we resuspended the lipids in 
phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) and vortexed. 
LUVs were prepared from the solution by extru-
sion technique (MacDonald et al., 1991) with a 
LiposoFast extruder (Avestin), using 15 passes 
of the liposomal solution through polycarbonate 
membranes of 100 nm pore size.

To prepare the peptide solution we followed 
the method used in (Williams et al., 2010). The 
desired concentrations in the phosphate buffer 
solution were 2mM of LUV and 2µM of Aβ(1-40). 
We prepared 1 ml of the solution.
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Table 1. Composition of model membranes

Results
We made the GP and TRES measurements for 

both model membranes at three different temper-
atures of 10°C, 20°C and 37°C. We repeated the 
measurements for the Aβ-LUV solutions. In Fig-
ure 2, the excitation GP results are shown. TRES 
results at 10°C for plasma model membrane

s are shown in Figure 3. Plain LUV solution 
results are in black and red results are for the solu-
tion containing Aβ monomers. For both solutions, 
about 50% of relaxation time is lost due to the 30 
ps resolution of our instrumentation. Fluores-
cence decay kinetics were measured for higher 
temperatures as well, but the process of fitting 
wasn’t successful and it wasn’t possible to recon-
struct the TRES and compute the time-dependent 
Stokes shift.

Conclusions
The effect of Aβ monomers on the bilayer 

properties at lipid-water interface was analyzed by 
generalized polarization of Laurdan fluorescence. 
The increase in excitation GP values after inser-
tion of Aβ monomers made us conclude that the 
monomers are making the plasma model mem-
brane more rigid, possibly inserting into it. The 
mitochondrial model membrane behaved differ-
ently, showing that the composition of the model 
membranes influences the LUV-Aβ interactions.
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Temperature dependence of membrane fluidity 
is clear from the results of the experiments. For 
increasing temperatures we get lower excitation 
GP values, meaning that the model membranes 
are becoming more fluid with higher tempera-
tures. It is clear that in general, mitochondrial 
model membranes have a greater fluidity than the 
plasma model membranes. This difference could 
be caused by 30% content of cholesterol in plasma 
membrane-like LUVs, because cholesterol is 
known to make membranes more rigid (Parasassi, 
1994). Another possible explanation could be the 
formation and effects of sph-chol rafts.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the excitation GP spectra of pure LUV 
solutions and LUV-Aβ solutions (left: plasma model membranes, 
right: mitochondrial model membranes). A higher ex. GP value 

means a more rigid environment.

Further Laurdan GP studies will be done to 
assess the interaction of Aβ with LUVs at differ-
ent stages of Aβ aggregation, monitoring the size 
of the aggregates via steady-state fluorescence 
anisotropy.

As for the plasma model membrane TRES at 
10°C—the spectral shift is relatively low, usually 
it is more than 3000 cm-1 (Sýkora et al., 2002), 
which points to a tightly-packed environment 
of the membrane. However, the spectral shift of 
Laurdan’s fluorescence in the Aβ-LUV solution is 
significantly less than the shift in the pure LUV 
solution, which indicates a less polar environ-
ment. The decreased spectral shift in the Aβ-LUV 
solution compared to pure LUV solution probably 

means that the lipids are even more tightly packed 
and less water molecules are inside the bilayer. 
Seemingly the monomers are interacting with the 
membrane, possibly inserting into it and making 
it more rigid. Therefore, TRES results at 10°C cor-
respond to the GP results. 

Figure 3. Shifts of the TRES maxima for plasma membrane 
model LUVs at 10°C

TRES spectra for temperatures higher than 
10°C show an unusual behaviour possibly given by 
the presence of two different populations of Laur-
dan at the same time, which makes it impossible 
to perform fitting. The conclusion is that a com-
plex systematic study of Laurdan’s fluorescence 
in LUVs of different compositions and at various 
temperatures needs to be done, in order to under-
stand its behaviour in the model membranes.
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Pulsed XUV radiography of various gas puff targets 
Šárka Vondrová (Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague)

We describe the measurement of spatial mass density distributions of 3 various gas puff targets in 
the XUV radiation source. The targets are formed by pulsed injection of a gas into vacuum through an 
electromagnetic valve synchronized with an irradiating laser pulse. We used the Gaussian function to 
approximate the cross-section of the gas puff target in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the noz-
zle. The mass density of the target was estimated to be (3.7–6.2)∙10-4 g/cm3 at the distance Dz = 0.5mm 
from the single stream nozzle and (4.2–5.8)∙10-4 g/cm3 at the distance Dz = 1.0mm for double stream 
nozzle. These values will be used for competer modeling in program Z*.
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Granular Non-fibrillar Aggregates and 
Toxicity in Alzheimer’s Disease—AFM study 
and computer modeling aproach
Semeradtova, A.1; Maly, M.1., Benseny-Cases, N.2; Klementieva, O.2; Cladera, J.2 and Maly, J1.. 
1 Faculty of Science, J. E. Purkinje University, Usti nad Labem, Ceske mladeze 8 400 96, Usti nad Labem Czech 
Republic. 
2 Biophysics Unit and Centre of Studies in Biophysics, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Uni-
versitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Catalonia, Spain. 

The role of the cell surface in amyloid beta (Aβ) fibrils or granular non-fibrillar aggregates (GNAs) 
formation may be crucial for the commencement of neurodegenerative disorder known as Alzheimer’s 
disease. The appearance of surface membrane negative charges as a consequence of lipid oxidation due 
to e.g. hypoxia (and chronic preapoptosis), may cause local acidification. This pH decrease may influ-
ence granular non-fibrillar aggregates forming. 

Using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and computer modeling (CM), we have investigated pro-
cess of amyloid β (1-40) aggregation in vitro comparing the final product formed at different pH values. 
Amyloids are stabilized as monomers at pH 11. CM had shown that molecular net charge is -5, this can 
explain the fact, that the structure is stabilizied as the monomer. A fibril formation is observable after 24 
hours incubation at pH 7 and 37˚C. Decreasing the pH to the 5.5 and after incubation under the same 
conditions, we can observe granular non-fibrillar aggregates present in the sample. In both cases fibrils 
and GNAs molecular net charge is decreased to -2 and -1, respectively. The structure of Aβ at the pH 7 
is stabilized by 34 hydrogen bonds and at neutral pH the peptide structure seems to be the most stable, 
moreover we may recognize well defined polar areas (+/- charged) on the molecular surface. These 
properties may enhance well ordered aglomeration (fibrilation).

On the contrary, lower pH decreased to 5.5 the peptide structure seems to be the most flexible and 
the surface electrostatic potential has just small deviations and is rather uniformly distributed over the 
whole molecular surface which perhaps increases the number of possible binding sites for the other 
peptide molecule/s. This together with mentioned higher flexibility may support creation of amorphous 
aglomerates. 

In order to elucidate the influence of local pH above the cell membrane on final form of Aβ aggre-
gates, we performed a set of AFM experiments on supported phospholipid bilayers (sBLM) of different 
composition and charge. Focusing on the interactions between Aβ (1-40) and negatively charged phos-
pholipids, we have observed time-dependent forming of the GNAs and its effect on the membrane sta-
bility. Exposure of phosphatidylserine bilayer to nanomolar concentration of Aβ at HEPES pH 7 causes 
amyloid aggregation in GNAs within few hours followed by the gradual damage of the membrane. 
On the contrary, the mixed phosphatidylcholine/serine (1/1) sBLM is stable for more than 24 hours 
although the formation of GNAs is also observed. Here we present direct evidence, that the toxicity of 
the Aβ aggregates on model biomembranes is directly related to GNAs formation. The increase of the 
negative charge density of the membrane and as a consequence the decrease of the local pH speeds up 
GNAs formation and membrane disintegration. Our results support the growing evidence on GNAs to 
be the main toxic species in Alzheimer’s disease.

This work was funded by COST Action TD0802 and partially by and project KAN 200520702 of the 
Grant Agency of Czech Academy of Sciences (GAAV ČR)
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